
IMPORTANT NOTICE 

~=XILINX 
All new designs should use XCJOOOA or 
XC3100A. Information on XCJOOO and 
XC31 00 is presented here as reference 
for existing designs. 

Features 

• Complete line of five related Field Programmable 
Gate Array product families 
- XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A 

• Ideal for a wide range of custom VLSI design tasks 
- Replaces TTL, MSI, and other PLD logic 
- Integrates complete sub-systems into a single 

package 
- Avoids the NRE, time delay, and risk of 

conventional masked gate arrays 

• High-performance CMOS static memory technology 
- Guaranteed toggle rates of 70 to 325 MHz, logic 

delays from 9 to 2.2 ns 
- System clock speeds over 80 MHz 
- Low quiescent and active power consumption 

• Flexible FPGA architecture 
- Compatible arrays ranging from 1,000 to 7,500 

gate complexity 
- Extensive register, combinatorial, and 1/0 

capabilities 
- High fan-out signal distribution, low-skew clock 

nets 
- Internal 3-state bus capabilities 
- TTL or CMOS input thresholds 
- On-chip crystal oscillator amplifier 

• Unlimited reprogrammability 
- Easy design iteration 
- In-system logic changes 

• Extensive Packaging Options 
- Over 20 different packages 
- Plastic and ceramic surface-mount and pin-grid· 

array packages 
- Thin and Very Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP and 

VQFP) options 

• Ready for volume production 
- Standard, off-the-shelf product availability 
- 100% factory pre-tested devices 
- Excellent reliability record 

Device CLBs Array 

XC3020,3020A,3020L,3120,3120A 64 8x8 
XC3030,3030A,3030L,3130,3130A 100 10 X 10 
XC3042, 3042A,3042L,3142,3142A 144 12 X 12 
XC3064,3064A, 3064L,3164,3164A 224 16 X 14 
XC3090,3090A,3090L,3190,3190A 320 16 X 20 
XC3195, 3195A 484 22 X 22 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, 
XC31 00, XC31 OOA 
Logic Cell Array Families 
Product Description 

• Complete XACT Development System 
- Schematic capture, automatic place and route 
- Logic and timing simulation 
- Interactive design editor for design optimization 
- Timing calculator 
- Interfaces to popular design environments like 

Viewlogic, Cadence, Mentor Graphics, and others 

Description 

The CMOS XC3000 Class of Logic Cell Array (LCA) 
families provide a group of high-performance, high-den
sity, digital integrated circuits. Their regular, extendable, 
flexible, user-programmable array architecture is com· 
posed of a configuration program store plus three types of 
configurable elements: a perimeter of 1/0 Blocks (lOBs), a 
core array of Configurable Logic Bocks (CLBs) and re· 
sources for interconnection. The general structure of an 
LCA device is shown in Figure 1 on the next page. The 
XACT development system provides schematic capture 
and auto place-and-route for design entry. Logic and 
timing simulation, and in-circuit emulation are available as 
design verification alternatives. The design editor is used 
for interactive design optimization, and to compile the data 
pattern that represents the configuration program. 

The LCA user logic functions and interconnections are 
determined by the configuration program data stored in 
internal static memory cells. The program can be loaded in 
any of several modes to accommodate various system 
requirements. The program data resides externally in an 
EEPROM, EPROM or ROM on the application circuit 
board, or on a floppy disk or hard disk. On-chip initialization 
logic provides for optional automatic loading of program 
data at power-up. The companion XC17XX Serial 
Configuration PROMs provide a very simple serial config· 
uration program storage in a one-lime programmable 
package. 

User 1/0s Horizontal Configuration 
Max Flip-Flops Long lines Data Bits 

64 256 16 14,779 
80 360 20 22,176 
96 460 24 30,764 

120 688 32 46,064 
144 928 40 64,160 
176 1,320 44 94,984 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

The XC3000 Logic Cell Array families provide a variety of 
logic capacities, package styles, temperature ranges and 
speed grades. 

Architecture 

The perimeter of configurable lOBs provides a pro
grammable interface between the internal logic array and 
the device package pins. The array of CLBs performs 
user-specified logic functions. The interconnect resources 
are programmed to form networks, carrying logic signals 
among blocks, analogous to printed circuit board traces 
connecting MSI/SSI packages. 

The block logic functions are implemented by programmed 
look-up tables. Functional options are implemented by 
program-controlled multiplexers.lnterconnecting networks 
between blocks are implemented with metal segments 
joined by program-controlled pass transistors. 

These LCA functions are established by a configuration 
program which is loaded into an internal, distributed array 
of configuration memory cells. The configuration program 
is loaded into the LCA device at power-up and may be 
reloaded on command. The Logic Cell Array includes logic 
and control signals to implement automatic or passive 

3-State Buflers With Access 
to Hortzontal Long Lines 

configuration. Program data may be either bit serial or byte 
parallel. The XACT development system generates the 
configuration program bitstream used to configure the 
LCA device. The memory loading process is independent 

· of the user logic functions. 

Configuration Memory 
The static memory cell used for the configuration memory 
in the Logic Cell Array has been designed specifically for 
high reliability and noise immunity. Integrity of the LCA 
device configuration memory based on this design is 
assured even under adverse conditions. Compared with 
other programming alternatives, static memory provides 
the best combination of high density, high performance, 
high reliability and comprehensive testability. As shown in 
Figure 2, the basic memory cell consists of two CMOS 
inverters plus a pass transistor used for writing and read
ing cell data. The cell is only written during configuration 
and only read during readback. During normal operation, 
the cell provides continuous control and the pass transistor 
is off and does not affect cell stability. This is quite different 
from the operation of conventional memory devices, in 
which the cells are frequently read and rewritten. 

Coollgurable Logic 
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Figure 1. Logic Cell Array Structure. X3241 

It consists of a perimeter of programmable 1/0 blocks, a core of configurable logic blocks and their interconnect resources. 
These are all controlled by the distributed array of configuration program memory cells. 
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Figure 2. Static Configuration Memory Cell. 
It is loaded with one bit of configuration ~rogram and 
controls one program selection in the Logic Cell Array. 

The memory cell outputs a and a use ground and V cc 
levels and provide continuous, direct control. The addi
tional capacitive load together with the absence of address 
decoding and sense amplifiers provide high stability to the 
cell. Due to the structure of the configuration memory cells, 
they are not affected by extreme power-supply excursions 
or very high levels of alpha particle radiation. In reliability 
testing, no soft errors have been observed even in the 
presence of very high doses of alpha radiation. 

REGISTERED IN ---=0'-------+--4 

OK 

I:XIUNX 

The method of loading the configuration data is selectable. 
Two methods use serial data, while three use byte-wide 
data. The internal configuration logic utilizes framing 
information, embedded in the program data by the XACT 
development system, to direct memory-cell loading. The 
serial-data framing and length-count preamble provide 
programming compatibility for mixes of various LCA device 
devices in a synchronous, serial, daisy-chain fashion. 

VO Block 
Each user-configurable lOB shown in Figure 3, provides 
an interface between the external package pin of the 
device and the internal user logic. Each lOB includes both 
registered and direct input paths. Each lOB provides a 
programmable 3-state output buffer, which may be driven 
by a registered or direct output signal. Configuration 
options allow each lOB an inversion, a controlled slew rate 
and a high impedance pull-up. Each input circuit also 
provides input clamping diodes to provide electrostatic 
protection, and circuits to inhibit latch-up produced by 
input currents. 

Vee 

CK1 

CK2 

j)- PROGRAM 
CONTROLLED 
MULTIPLEXER 0 • PROGRAMMABLE INTERCONNECTION POINT or PIP 

Figure 3. Input/Output Block. 
Each JOB includes input and output storage elements and 1/0 options selected by configuration memory cells. A choice of two 
clocks is available on each die edge. The polarity of each clock line (not each flip-flop or latch) is programmable. A clock line that 
triggers the flip· flop on the rising edge is an active Low Latch Enable (Latch transparent) signal and vice versa. Passive pull-up can 
only be enabled on inputs, not on outputs. All user inputs are programmed for TTL or CMOS thresholds. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

The input-buffer portion of each lOB provides threshold 
detection to translate external signals applied to the 
package pin to internal logic levels. The global input-buffer 
threshold of the lOBs can be programmed to be 
compatible with either TIL or CMOS levels. The buffered 
input signal drives the data input of a storage element, 
which may be configured as either a flip-flop or a latch. The 
clocking polarity (rising/falling edge-triggered flip-flop, 
High/Low transparent latch) is programmable for each of 
the two clock lines on each of the four die edges. Note that 
a clock line driving a lisingedge-triggered flip-flop makes 
any latch driven by the same line on the same edge Low
level transparent and vice versa (falling edge, High 
transparent). All Xilinx primitives in the supported 
schematic-entry packages, however, are positive edge
triggered flip-flops or High transparent latches. When one 
clock line must drive flip-flops as well as latches, it is 
necessary to compensate for the difference in clocking 
polarities with an additional inverter either in the flip-flop 
clock input or the latch-enable input. 1/0 storage elements 
are reset during configuration or by the active-Low chip 
RESET input. Both direct input (from lOB pin I) and 
registered input (from lOB pin Q) signals are available for 
interconnect. 

For reliable operation, inputs should have transition times 
of less than 100 ns and should not be left floating. Floating 
CMOS input-pin circuits might be at threshold and produce 
oscillations. This can produce additional power dissipation 
and system noise. A typical hysteresis of about 300 mV 
reduces sensitivity to input noise. Each user lOB includes 
a programmable high-impedance pull-up resistor, which 
may be selected by the program to provide a constant High 
for otherwise undriven package pins. Although the Logic 
Cell Array provides circuitry to provide input protection for 
electrostatic discharge, normal CMOS handling precau
tions should be observed. 

Flip-flop loop delays for the lOB and logic-block flip-flops 
are about 3 ns. This short delay provides good perfor
mance under asynchronous clock and data conditions. 
Short loop delays minimize the probability of a metastable 
condition that can result from assertion of the clock during 
data transitions. Because of the short-loop-delay charac
teristic in the Logic Cell Array. the lOB flip-flops can be 
used to synchronize external signals applied to the device. 
Once synchronized in the lOB, the signals can be used 
internally without further consideration of their clock rela
tive timing, except as it applies to the internal logic and 
routing-path delays. 

lOB output buffers provide CMOS-compatible 4-mA 
source-or-sink drive for high fan-out CMOS or TIL
compatible signal levels (8 rnA in the XC3100 family). The 
network driving lOB pin 0 becomes the registered or direct 
data source for the output buffer. The 3-state control signal 

(lOB) pin FT can control output activity. An open-drain 
output may be obtained by using the same signal for 
driving the output and 3-state signal nets so that the buffer 
output is enabled only for a Low. 

Configuration program bits for each lOB control features 
such as optional output register,logic signal inversion, and 
3-state and slew-rate control of the output. 

The program-controlled memory cells of Figure 3 control 
the following options. 

• Logic Inversion of the output is controlled by one 
configuration program bit per lOB. 

• Logic 3-state control of each lOB output buffer is 
determined by the states of configuration program bits 
which tum the buffer on, or off, or select the output buffer 
3-state control interconnection (lOB pinT). When this 
lOB output control signal is High, a logic one, the buffer 
is disabled and the package pin is high impedance. 
When this lOB output control signal is Low, a logic zero, 
the buffer is enabled and the package pin is active. 
Inversion of the buffer 3-state control-logic sense (output 
enable) is controlled by an additional configuration 
program bit. 

• Direct or registered output is selectable for each lOB. 
The register uses a positive-edge, clocked flip-flop. The 
clock source may be supplied (lOB pin OK) by either of 
two metal lines available along each die edge. Each of 
these lines is driven by an invertible buffer. 

• Increased output transition speed can be selected to 
improve critical timing. Slower transitions reduce 
capacitive-load peak currents of non-critical outputs and 
minimize system noise. 

• An internal high-impedance pull-up resistor (active by 
default) prevents unconnected inputs from floating. 

Summary of VO Options 

• Inputs 
-Direct 
- Flip-flop/latch 
- CMOS/TTL threshold (chip inputs) 
- Pull-up resistor/open circuit 

• Outputs 
- Direct/registered 
- Inverted/not 
- 3-state/on/off 
- Full speed/slew limited 
- 3-state/output enable (inverse) 
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Conflgurable Logic Block 
The array of CLBs provides the functional elements from 
which the user's logic is constructed. The logic blocks are 
arranged in a matrix within the perimeter of lOBs. The 
XC3020 has 64 such blocks arranged in 8 rows and 8 
columns. The XACT development system is used to com
pile the configuration data which is to be loaded into the 
internal configuration memory to define the operation and 
interconnection of each block. User definition of CLBs and 
their interconnecting networks may be done by automatic 
translation from a schematic-capture logic diagram or 
optionally by installing library or user macros. 
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Each CLB has a combinatorial logic section, two flip-flops, 
and an internal control section. See Figure 4. There are: 
five logic inputs (A, B, C, D and E); a common clock input 
(K); an asynchronous direct RESET input (RD); and an 
enable clock (EC). All may be driven from the interconnect 
resources adjacent to the blocks. Each CLB also has two 
outputs (X and Y) which may drive interconnect networks. 

Data input for either flip-flop within a CLB is supplied from 
the function For G outputs of the combinatorial logic, or the 
block input, Dl. Both flip-flops in each CLB share the 
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Figure 4. Conflgurable Logic Block. Each CLB includes a combinatorial logic section, two flip-flops and a program 
memory controlled multiplexer selection of function. II has. five logic variable inputs A, B, C, D, and E 

a direct data in 01 
an enable clock EC 
a clock (invertible) K 
an asynchronous direct RESET AD 
two outputs X and Y 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 
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Sa. Combinatorial Logic Option FG generates two functions 
of four variables each. One variable, A. must be common 
to both functions. The second and third variable can be 
any choice of of B. C, QX and QY The fourth variable 
can be any choice of D or E. 

Sb. Combinatorial Logic Option F generates any function of 
five variables: A, D, E and and two choices out of B. C. 
QX,QY. 

Sc. Combinatorial Logic Option FGM allows variable E to 
select between two functions of four variables: Both have 
common inputs A and D and any choice out of B, C, QX 
and QY for the remaining two variables. Option 3 can 
then implement some functions of six or seven variables. 

Oual FunciKJO of 4 Variai:Mes 

01-

~· [)'=~~ 'jP , 
FuociMln ol 6 Vanables 

FGM 

---------- M-:.'"5383 

Figure 6. CBBCP Macro. 

The C8BCP macro (modulo-a binary counter with parallel 
enable and clock enable) uses one combinatorial logic block 
of each option. 
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asynchronous AD which, when enabled and High, is 
dominant over clocked inputs. All flip-flops are reset by the 
active-Low chip input, RESET, or during the configuration 
process. The flip-flops share the enable clock (EC) which, 
when Low, recirculates the flip-flops' present states and 
inhibits response to the data-in or combinatorial function 
inputs on a CLB. The user may enable these control inputs 
and select their sources. The user may also select the 
clock net input (K), as well as its active sense within each 
CLB. This programmable inversion eliminates the need to 
route both phases of a clock signal throughout the device. 
Flexible routing allows use of common or individual CLB 
clocking. 

The combinatorial-logic portion of the CLB uses a 32 by 1 
look-up table to implement Boolean functions. Variables 
selected from the five logic inputs and two internal block 
flip-flops are used as table address inputs. The combina
torial propagation delay through the network is indepen
dent of the logic function generated and is spike free for 
single input variable changes. This technique can gener
ate two independent logic functions of up to four variables 
each as shown in Figure Sa, or a single function of five 
variables as shown in Figure Sb, or some functions of 
seven variables as shown in Figure Sc. Figure 6 shows a 
modulo-a binary counter with parallel enable. It uses one 
CLB of each type. The partial functions of six or seven 
variables are implemented using the input variable (E) to 
dynamically select between two functions of four different 
variables. For the two functions of four variables each, the 
independent results (F and G) may be used as data inputs 
to either flip-flop or either logic block output. For the single 
function of five variables and merged functions of six or 
seven variables, the F and G outputs are identical. Sym
metry of the F and G functions and the flip-flops allows the 
interchange of CLB outputs to optimize routing efficiencies 
of the networks interconnecting the CLBs and lOBs. 

Programmable Interconnect 

Programmable-interconnection resources in the Logic 
Cell Array provide routing paths to connect inputs and 
outputs of the lOBs and CLBs into logic networks. Inter
connections between blocks are composed of a two-layer 
grid of metal segments. Specially designed pass transis
tors, each controlled by a configuration bit, form program
mable interconnect points (PIPs) and switching matrices 
used to implement the necessary connections between 
selected metal segments and block pins. Figure 7 is an 
example of a routed net. The XACT development system 
provides automatic routing of these interconnections. In
teractive routing (Editnet) is also available for design 
optimization. The inputs of the CLBs or lOBs are multiplex
ers which can be programmed to select an input network 
from the adjacent interconnect segments. Since the 

switch conntiCtlons to block Inputs llrtl unldlrtiC
tlonal. IISIIrtl block outputs, they llrtl uuble only for 
block Input connBCtlon lind not for routing. Figure 8 
illustrates routing access to logic block Input variables, 
control inputs and block outputs. Three types of metal 
resources are provided to accommodate various network 
interconnect requirements. 

• General Purpose Interconnect 
• Direct Connection 
• Longlines (multiplexed busses and wide AND gates) 

General Purpose Interconnect 
General purpose interconnect, as shown in Figure 9, 
consists of a grid of five horizontal and five vertical metal 
segments located between the rows and columns of logic 
and lOBs. Each segment is the height or width of a logic 
block. Switching matrices join the ends of these segments 
and allow programmed interconnections between the 
metal grid segments of adjoining rows and columns. The 
switches of an unprogrammed device are all non
conducting. The connections through the switch matrix 
may be established by the automatic routing or by using 
Editnet to select the desired pairs of matrix pins to be 
connected or disconnected. The legitimate switching 
matrix combinations for each pin are indicated in Figure 1 0 
and may be highlighted by the use of the Show-Matrix 
command in the XACT system. 

INTERCONNECT SWITCHING 

t '.: ·: 
CONFIGURABLE 
LOGIC BLOCK 

Flgure7. 

"PIPs" MATRIX 

t-· .: / . t·· .: 

o-::.·.:.::o 
. . . : .. ~- ... 

.4..: ·: 
INTERCONNECT 

BUFFER 

An XACT view of routing resources used to form a typical 
interconnection network from CLB GA. 
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Figure 8. XACT Development System Locations of interconnect access, CLB control inputs, logic inputs and outputs. The dot 
pattern represents the available programmable interconnection points (PIPs). 

Some of the interconnect PIPs are directional. This is indicated on the XACT design editor status line: 
ND is a nondirectional interconnection. 
D:H->V is a PIP that drives from a horizontal to a vertical line. 
D:V->H is a PIP that drives from a vertical to a horizontal line. 
D:C-> T is a "r' PIP that drives from a cross of aT to the tail. 
D:CW is a corner PIP that drives in the clockwise direction. 
PO indicates the PIP is non-conducting . P1 is on. 
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Figure 1 0. Switch Matrix Interconnection Options for Each 
Pin. Switch matrices on the edges are different. Use Show 
Matrix menu option in the XACT system 
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Special buffers within the general interconnect areas pro
vide periodic signal isolation and restoration for improved 
performance of lengthy nets. The interconnect buffers are 
available to propagate signals in either direction on a given 
general interconnect segment. These bidirectional (bidi) 
buffers are found adjacent to the switching matrices, 
above and to the right and may be highlighted by the use 
of the Show BIOI command in the XACTsystem. The other 
PIPs adjacent to the matrices are accessed to or from 
Longlines. The development system automatically de
fines the buffer direction based on the location of the 
interconnection network source. The delay calculator of 
the XACT development system automatically calculates 
and displays the block, interconnect and buffer delays for 
any paths selected. Generation of the simulation netlist 
with a worst-case delay model is provided by an XACT 
option. 

Direct Interconnect 
Direct interconnect, shown in Figure 11, provides the most 
efficient implementation of networks between adjacent 
CLBs or 1/0 Blocks. Signals routed from block to block 
using the direct interconnect exhibit minimum interconnect 
propagation and use no general interconnect resources. 
For each CLB, the X output may be connected directly to 
the 8 input of the CLB immediately to its right and to the C 
input of the CLB to its left. The Y output can use direct 
interconnect to drive the 0 input of the block immediately 
above and the A input of the block below. Direct intercon-
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Figure 11. CLB X and Y Outputs. 
The X and Y outputs of each CLB have single contact, direct 
access to inputs of adjacent CLBs 
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Figure 12. XC3020 Die-Edge lOBs. The XC3020 die-edge lOBs are provided with direct access to adjacent CLBs. 
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nect should be used to maximize the speed of high
performance portions of logic. Where logic blocks are 
adjacent to lOBs, direct connect is provided alternately to 
the lOB inputs (I) and outputs (0) on all four edges of the 
die. The right edge provides additional direct connects 
from CLB outputs to adjacent lOBs. Direct interconnec
tions of lOBs with CLBs are shown in Figure 12. 

Long lines 
The Longlines bypass the switch matrices and are in
tended primarily for signals that must travel a long dis
tance, or must have minimum skew among multiple des
tinations. Longlines, shown in Figure 13, run vertically and 
horizontally the height or width of the interconnect area. 
Each interconnection column has three vertical Long lines, 
and each interconnection row has two horizontal 
Longlines. Two additional Longlines are located adjacent 
to the outer sets of switching matrices. In devices larger 
than the XC3020, two vertical Longlines in each column 
are connectable half-length lines. On the XC3020, only the 
outer Longlines are connectable half-length lines. 

Longlines can be driven by a logic block or lOB output on 
a column-by-column basis. This capability provides a 
common low skew control or clock line within each column 
of logic blocks. Interconnections of these Longlines are 
shown in Figure 14. Isolation buffers are provided at each 
input to a Longline and are enabled automatically by the 
development system when a connection is made. 

A buffer in the upper left corner of the LCA chip drives a 
global net which is available to all K inputs of logic blocks. 
Using the global buffer for a clock signal provides a skew
free, high fan-out, synchronized clock for use at any or all 
of the lOBs and CLBs. Configuration bits for the K input to 
each logic block can select this global line or another 
routing resource as the clock source for its flip-flops. This 
net may also be programmed to drive the die edge clock 
lines for lOB use. An enhanced speed, CMOS threshold, 
direct access to this buffer is available at the second pad 
from the top of the left die edge. 

A buffer in the lower right corner of the array drives a 
horizontal Longline that can drive programmed connec
tions to a vertical Long line in each interconnection column. 
This alternate buffer also has low skew and high fan-out. II 
The network formed by this alternate buffer's Longlines 
can be selected to drive the K inputs of the CLBs. CMOS 
threshold, high speed access to this buffer is available 
from the third pad from the bottom of the right die edge. 

Internal Busses 
A pair of 3-state buffers, located adjacent to each CLB, 
permits logic to drive the horizontal Longlines. Logic op
eration of the 3-state buffer controls allows them to 
implement wide multiplexing functions. Any 3-state buffer 
input can be selected as drive for the horizontal long-line 
bus by applying a Low logic level on its 3-state control line. 
See Figure 15a. The user is required to avoid contention 
which can result from multiple drivers with opposing logic 

3 VERTICAL LONG LINES 

GLOBAL eLJ 6b b6 ~bb 
BUFFER~-·._.:::::·:::: O· ·:· .. ::::: ::::o·. ·:· .. ::::: :::0 . ·0-::: :::0 

ON-CHIP 
3-STATE 

BUFFERS 

.. · . . .. . .. . .. . 
• • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • ••• 

::g.:.:::':· 9:· 0 

..... :·::. 0 0 • ; -~: 0. • :·_.: • • 

0

: _:. 

P r-.:·:·- ' r. r.:· · -r.:· · t·.:· · 

2 HORIZONTAL LONG LINES 

~ · .. ·. 
·::·u .. 

. -t. ,; 

·::eJ 

·::E} .. 
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• X12o43 

Figure 13. Horizontal and Vertical Longllnes. These Longlines provide high fan-out, low-skew signal distribution in each row and 
column. The global buffer in the upper left die corner drives a common line throughout the LCA device. 
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levels. Control of the 3-state input by the same signal that 
drives the buffer input, creates an open-drain wired-AND 
function. A logic High on both buffer inputs creates a high 
impedance, which represents no contention. A logic Low 
enables the buffer to drive the Longline Low. See Figure 
15b. Pull-up resistors are available at each end of the 

Longline to provide a High output when all connected 
buffers are non-conducting. This forms fast, wide gating 
functions. When data drives the inputs, and separate 
signals drive the 3-state control lines, these buffers form 
multiplexers (3-state busses). In this case, care must be 
used to prevent contention through multiple active buffers 

• FOUR OUTER LONG LINES ARE 
CONNECTABLE ~LF-LENGTH LINES --I/O BLOCK CLOCK NETS 

O · .. :. :8? o ... ~ ?:?b .. :' ~i?:9o .. :' ~G.:' ?:9Q .. :' s;s (2PERDIEEDGEJ 

o. :·~· 
~,. .... 
0 :::;: 

~.: ... 

·.·· .. ... .· .. · 
t"- . 

X12U 

Figure 14. Programmable Interconnection of Longlines. This is provided at the edges of the routing area. Three-state buffers 
allow the use of horizontal Longlines to form on-chip wired AND and multiplexed buses. The left two non-clock vertical Longlines 
per column (except XC3020) and the outer perimeter Longlines may be programmed as connectible hall-length lines. 

Z: DA • 06 • De• .,. •ON 

Figure 15a. 3-State Buffers Implement a Wired-AND Function. When all the buffer 3-state 
lines are High, (high impedance), the pull-up resistor(s) provide the High output. The buffer 
inputs are driven by the control signals or a Low. 

";iJ ON X3006 

l,:tr =":trl 

Figure 15b. 3-State Buffers Implement a Multiplexer. The selection is accomplished by the buffer 3-state signal. 
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of conflicting levels on a common line. Each horizontal 
Longline is also driven by a weak keeper circuit that 
prevents undefined floating levels by maintaining the pre
vious logic level when the line is not driven by an active 
buffer or a pull-up resistor. Figure 16 shows 3-state buff
ers, Longlines and pull-up resistors. 

Crystal Oscillator 

Figure 16 also shows the location of an internal high speed 
inverting amplifier which may be used to implement an on
chip crystal oscillator. It is associated with the auxiliary 
buffer in the lower right corner of the die. When the 
oscillator is configured by MakeBits and connected as a 
signal source, two special user lOBs are also configured to 
connect the oscillator amplifier with external crystal oscil
lator components as shown in Figure 17. A divide by two 

option is available to assure symmetry. The oscillator 
circuit becomes active early in the configuration process to 
allow the oscillator to stabilize. Actual internal connection 
is delayed until completion of configuration. In Figure 17 
the feedback resistor R 1 , between the output and input, 
biases the amplifier at threshold. The inversion of the 
amplifier, together with the R-C networks and an AT-cut 
series resonant crystal, produce the 360-degree phase 
shift of the Pierce oscillator. A series resistor R2 may be 
included to add to the amplifier output impedance when 
needed for phase-shift control, crystal resistance match
ing, or to limit the amplifier input swing to control clipping 
at large amplitudes. Excess feedback voltage may be 
corrected by the ratio of C2/C 1 . The amplifier is designed 
to be used from 1 MHz to about one-half the specified CLB 
toggle frequency. Use at frequencies below 1 MHz may 
require individual characterization with respect to a series 
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Figure 16. XACT Development System. An extra large view of possible interconnections in the lower right corner of the XC3020. 
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Suggested Component Values 
Rt 0.5-1 Mn 
R2 0-tkn 

Me mate 
Clock Buffer 

(may be required for low frequency, phase)! 
(shift and/or compensation level for crystal 0) 

C1,C2 10-40pF 
Y 1 1 - 20 MHz AT -cut parallel resonant 

44 PIN 68PIN 84PIN 

XTAL2 
(IN) 

Jet 

tOO PIN 

Internal External 

D 
D 

Rt 

D 
R2 

Yt 

IC2 

132PIN 160PIN 164PIN 175 PIN 206 PIN 

PLCC PLCC PLCC I PGA CQFP I POFP PGA POFP COFP PGA POFP 

I XTAL, (OUT) 30 47 s1 I Jtt 67 I 82 P13 82 105 T14 110 

I XTAL2 (IN) 26 43 53 I L11 6t I 76 M13 76 99 PIS 100 

X5302 

Figure 17. Crystal Oscillator Inverter. When activated in the MakeBits program and by selecting an output network for its buffer, 
the crystal oscillator inverter uses two unconfigured package pins and external components to implement an oscillator. An optional 
divide·by-two mode is available to assure symmetry. 

resistance. Crystal oscillators above 20 MHz generally 
require a crystal which operates in a third overtone mode, 
where the fundamental frequency must be suppressed by 
an inductor across C2, turning this parallel resonant circuit 
to double the fundamental crystalfrequency, i.e., 2/3 oflhe 
desired third harmonic frequency network. When the oscil
lator inverter is not used, these lOBs and their package 
pins are available for general user 1/0. 

Programming 

Table 1 

MO M1 M2 CCLK Mode Data 

0 0 0 output Master Bit Serial 
0 0 1 output Master Byte Wide Addr. = 0000 up 
0 1 0 - reserved -
0 1 1 output Master Byte Wide Addr. = FFFF 

down 
1 0 0 - reserved -
1 0 1 output Peripheral Byte Wide 

1 1 0 - reserved -
1 1 1 input Slave Bit Serial 

Initialization Phase 
An internal power-on-reset circuit is triggered when power 
is applied. When Vee reaches the voltage at which portions 
of the LCA device begin to operate (nominally 2.5 to 3 V), 
the programmable 1/0 output buffers are 3-stated and a 
high-impedance pull-up resistor is provided for the user 
1/0 pins. A time-out delay is initiated to allow the power 
supply voltage to stabilize. During this time the power
down mode is inhibited. The Initialization state time-out 
(about 11 to 33 ms) is determined by a 14-bit counter 
driven by a self-generated internal timer. This nominal 1-
MHz timer is subject to variations with process, tempera
ture and power supply. As shown in Table 1, five configu
ration mode choices are available as determined by the 
input levels of three mode pins; MO, M1 and M2. 

In Master configuration modes, the LCA device becomes 
the source of the Configuration Clock (CCLK}. The begin
ning of configuration of devices using Peripheral or Slave 
modes must be delayed long enough for their initialization 
to be completed. An LCA device with mode lines selecting 
a Master configuration mode extends its initialization state 
using four times the delay (43 to 130 ms) to assure that all 
daisy-chained slave devices, which it may be driving, will 
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be ready even if the master is very fast, and the slave(s) 
very slow. Figure 18 shows the state sequences. At the 
end of Initialization, the LCA device enters the Clear state 
where it clears the configuration memory. The active Low, 
open-drain initialization signal iNTf indicates when the 
Initialization and Clear states are complete. The LCA 
device tests for the absence of an external active Low 
RESET before it makes a final sample of the mode lines 
and enters the Configuration state. An external wired-AND 
of one or more I NIT pins can be used to control configura
tion by the assertion of the active-Low RESET of a master 
mode device or to signal a processor that the LCA devices 
are not yet initialized. 

If a configuration has begun, a re-assertion of RE-S-ET for 
a minimum of three internal timer cycles will be recognized 
and the LCA device will initiate an abort, returning to the 
Clear state to clear the partially loaded configuration 
memory words. The LCA device will then resample RE"
SET and the mode lines before re-entering the Configura
tion state. 

A re-program is initiated.when a configured XC3000 family 
device senses a High-to-Low transition and subsequent 
>61-lS Low level on the Done/PROG package pin, or, if this 
pin is externally held permanently Low, a High-to-Low 
transition and subsequent >61-lS Low time on the RESET 
package pin. 

The LCA device returns to the Clear state where the 
configuration memory is cleared and mode lines re
sampled, as for an aborted configuration. The complete 
configuration program is cleared and loaded during each 
configuration program cycle. 

Length count control allows a system of multiple Logic Cell 
Arrays, of assorted sizes, to begin operation in a synchro
nized fashion. The configuration program generated by 
the MakePROM program of the XACT development sys· 
tem begins with a preamble of 111111110010 followed by 
a 24-bit length count representing the total number of 
configuration clocks needed to complete loading of the 
configuration program(s). The data framing is shown in 
Figure 19. All LCA devices connected in series read and 
shift preamble and length count in on positive and out on 
negative configuration clock edges. An LCA device which 
has received the preamble and length count then presents 
a High Data Out until it has intercepted the appropriate 
number of data frames. When the configuration program 
memory of an LCA device is lull and the length count does 
not yet compare, the LCA device shifts any additional data 
through, as it did for preamble and length count. 

When the LCA device configuration memory is full and the 
length count compares, the LCA device will execute a 
synchronous start-up sequence and become operational. 
See Figure 20. Two CCLK cycles after the completion of 
loading configuration data, the user 1/0 pins are enabled 
as configured. As selected in MakeBits, the internal user
logic RESET is released either one clock cycle before or 
after the 1/0 pins become active. A similar timing selection 
is programmable for the DONE/PROG output signal. 
DONEIPROG may also be programmed to be an open 
drain or include a pull-up resistor to accommodate wired 
ANDing. The High During Configuration (HDC) and Low 
During Configuration (LDC) are two user 1/0 pins which are 
driven active while an LCA device is in its Initialization, 

All User VO Pins 3-Stated wijh High Impedance PuM-Up. HDC=High. LDC=low 

INIT Output = Low 

Power-On Delay Is 
214 Cycles for Non-Master Mode-11 to 33 ms 
216 Cycles lor Master Mode-43 to 130 ms 

Low on DONE/PROGRAM and RESET 

PWRDWN 
Inactive 

PWRDWN 
Active 

Active RESET 
Operates on 
User Logic 

Clear Is 
- 200 Cycles lor the XC302()-130 to 400 ~· 
- 250 Cycles lor the XC3030-165 to 500 ~s 
- 290 Cycles lor the XC3042-195 to 580 ~s 
- 330 Cycles for the XC3064-220 to 860 ~· 
- 375 Cycles for the XC3090-250 to 750 ~· X3399 

Figure 18. A State Diagram of the Configuration Process for Power-up and Reprogrem. 
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Clear or Configure states. They and DONE/PROG provide 
signals for control of external logic signals such as RESET, 
bus enable or PROM enable during configuration. For 
parallel Master configuration modes, these signals pro
vide PROM enable control and allow the data pins to be 
shared with user logic signals. 

User 1/0 inputs can be programmed to be either TIL or 
CMOS compatible thresholds. At power-up, all inputs 
have TIL thresholds and can change to CMOS thresholds 

at the completion of configuration if the user has selected 
CMOS thresholds. The threshold of PWRDWN and the 
direct clock inputs are fixed at a CMOS level. 

If the crystal oscillator is used, it will begin operation before 
configuration is complete to allow time for stabilization 
before it is connected to the intemal circuitry. 

Configuration Data 
Configuration data to define the function and interconnec
tion within a Logic Cell Array is loaded from an external 

11111111 
0010 
< 24-Bit Length Count > 
1111 

-Dummyefts• J 
-Preamble~ -
---Contigurahon Program Le~ 
-Dummy Bfts (4 Bits Minimum) 

0 <Data Frame I 001 > 111 
o <Data Frame 1002 > 111 
o <Data Frame t 003 > 111 

0 <Data Frame I 196 > 111 
0 <Data Frame II 197 > 111 

1111 

l 
ForXC3120 

197 Configuration Data Frames 

(Each Frame Conststs of: 
A S1artB~(O) 
A 71·811 Data Field 
Three Stop Bits 

Poslamble Code (4 Bits Minimum) 

•The LCA Device Require Four Dummy Bits Min; XACT Software Generales Eighl Dummy B1ts 

XC3020 XC3030 XC3042 XC3064 
XC3020A XC3030A XC3042A XC3064A 
XC3020L XC3030L XC3042L XC3064L 
XC3120 XC3130 XC3142 XC3164 

Device XC3120A XC3130A XC3142A XC3164A 

Gates 1,000to 1,500to 2,000 to 3,500to 
1,500 2,000 3,000 4,500 

CLBs 64 100 144 224 
Rowx Col (8 X 8) (10 X 10) (12 X 12) (16 X 14) 

lOBs 64 80 96 120 

Flip· flops 256 360 480 688 

Horizontal Longlines 16 20 24 32 

TBUFs/Horizontal LL 9 11 13 15 

Bits per Frame 75 92 108 140 
(including1 start and 3 stop bits) 

Frames 197 241 285 329 

Program Data = 14,779 22,176 30,784 46,064 
Bits x Frames + 4 bits 
(excludes header) 

PROM size (bits) = 14,819 22,216 30,824 46,104 
Program Data 
+ 40-bit Header 

PrognmO.ta 

Ropealed fof Each logic 
Cell Array in a Daisy Chain 

XS300 

XC3090 
XC3090A 
XC3090L 
XC3190 XC3195 
XC3190A XC3195A 

5,000to 6,500 to 
6,000 7,500 

320 484 
(20x 16) (22 X 22) 

144 176 

928 1,320 

40 44 

17 23 

172 188 

373 505 

64,160 94,944 

64,200 94,984 

Figure 19. Internal Configuration Data Structure for an LCA Device. This shows the preamble, length count and data frames 
generated by the XACT Development System. 

The Length Count produced by the MakeBits program= [(40-bit preamble+ sum of program data+ 1 per daisy chain device) 
rounded up to multiple of 8)- (2 $ K $ 4) where K is a function of DONE and RESET timing selected. An additional 8 is added 
if roundup increment is less than K. K additional clocks are needed to complete start-up after length count is reached. 
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I Preamble I Length Count I 

-13 -13 -~4 
I I 

S~trt l Length Count• 

The configuration data consists of a composite 
• 4()-blt preamble~ength count, followed by one or 

more concatenated LCA programs, separated by 
4-b~ postambies. An additional final postambie bit 
is added for each slave devica and the result rounded 
up to a byte boundary. The length count is two less 
than the number of resuhing b~. 

Timing of the assertion of DONE and 
termination of the INTERNAL RESET 
may each be programmed to occur 
one cycle before or after the VO outputs 
become active. 

Heavy lines indicate the default cond~ion 

Start 
Bit 

Weak Pull-Up ! VO Active 

I 
I 

----P-R_o_G_R-AM-ofi-Ti _,j DONE 

I I I 
I I I 

Internal Reset Ill 
X5303 

Figure 20. Configuration and Start-up of One or More LCA Devices. 

storage at power-up and after a re-program signal. Several 
methods of automatic and controlled loading of the re
quired data are available. Logic levels applied to mode 
selection pins at the start of configuration time determine 
the method to be used. See Table 1. The data may be 
either bit-serial or byte-parallel, depending on the configu
ration mode. The different LCA devices have different 
sizes and numbers of data frames. To maintain compatibil
ity between various device types, the Xilinx product fami
lies use compatible configuration formats. For the 
XC3020, configuration requires 14779 bits for each de
vice, arranged in 197 data frames. An additional40 bits are 
used in the header. See Figure 20. The specific data 
format for each device is produced by the MakeBits 
command of the development system and one or more of 
these files can then be combined and appended to a length 
count preamble and be transformed into a PROM format 
file by the MakePROM command of the XACT develop
ment system. A compatibility exception precludes the use 
of an XC2000-series device as the master for XC3000-
series devices if their DONE or RESET are programmed 
to occur after their outputs become active. 

The Tie Option of the MakeBits program defines output 
levels of unused blocks of a design and connects these to 
unused routing resources. This prevents indeterminate 
levels that might produce parasitic supply currents. If 
unused blocks are not sufficient to complete the tie, the 

Flagnet command of EDITLCA can be used to indicate 
nets which must not be used to drive the remaining unused 
routing, as that might affect timing of user nets. Norestore 
will retain the results ollie for timing analysis with Querynet 
before Restore returns the design to the untied condition. 
Tie can be omitted for quick breadboard iterations where 
a few additional milliamps of Icc are acceptable. 

The configuration bitstream begins with eight High pre
amble bits, a 4-bit preamble code and a 24-bit length count. 
When configuration is initiated, a counter in the LCA device 
is set to zero and begins to count the total number of 
configuration clock cycles applied to the device. As each 
configuration data frame is supplied to the LCA device, it is 
internally assembled into a data word, which is then loaded 
in parallel into one word of the internal configuration 
memory array. The configuration loading process is com
plete when the current length count equals the loaded 
length count and the required configuration program data 
frames have been written. Internal user flip-flops are held 
Reset during configuration. 

Two user-programmable pins are defined in the unconfig
ured Logic Cell array. High During Configuration (HOC) 
and Low During Configuration (LDC) as well as 
DONEIPROG may be used as external control signals 
during configuration. In Master mode configurations it is 
convenient to use LbC as an active-Low EPROM Chip 
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Enable. After the last configuration data bit is loaded and 
the length count compares, the user 1/0 pins become 
active. Options in the MakeBits program allow timing 
choices of one clock earlier or later for the timing of the end 
of the internal logic RESET and the assertion of the DONE 
signal. The open-drain DONEIPROG output can be AND
tied with multiple LCA devices and used as an active-High 
READY, an active-Low PROM enable or a RESET to other 
portions of the system. The state diagram of Figure 18 
illustrates the configuration process. 

Master Mode 
In Master mode, the LCA device automatically loads 
configuration data from an external memory device. There 
are three Master modes that use the internal timing source 
to supply the configuration clock (CCLK) to time the 
incoming data. Master Serial mode uses serial configura
tion data supplied to Data-in (DIN) from a synchronous 
serial source such as the Xilinx Serial Configuration PROM 
shown in Figure 21. Master Parallel Low and High modes 
automatically use parallel data supplied to the DO-D? pins 
in response to the 16-bit address generated by the LCA 
device. Figure 22 shows an example of the parallel Master 
mode connections required. The LCA HEX starting ad
dress is 0000 and increments for Master Low mode and it 
is FFFF and decrements for Master High mode. These two 
modes provide address compatibility with microproces
sors which begin execution from opposite ends of memory. 

Peripheral Mode 
Peripheral mode provides a simplified interface through 
which the device may be loaded byte-wide, as a processor 
peripheral. Figure 23 shows the peripheral mode connec
tions. Processor write cycles are decoded from the com
mon assertion of the active low Write Strobe (WS), and two 
active low and one active high Chip Selects (C$0, CS1, 
CS2). The LCA device generates a configuration clock 
from the internal liming generator and serializes the paral
lel input data for internal framing or for succeeding slaves 
on Data Out (DOUT). A output High on READY/BUSYpin 
indicates the completion of loading for each byte when the 
input register is ready for a new byte. As with Master 
modes, Peripheral mode may also be used as a lead 
device for a daisy-chain of slave devices. 

Slave Serial Mode 
Slave Serial mode provides a simple interface for loading 
the Logic Cell Array configuration as shown in Figure 24. 
Serial data is supplied in conjunction with a synchronizing 
input clock. Most Slave mode applications are in daisy
chain configurations in which the data input is driven from 
the previous Logic Cell Array's data out, while the clock is 
supplied by a lead device in Master or Peripheral mode. 
Data may also be supplied by a processor or other special 
circuits. 

Daisy Chain 
The XACT development system is used to create a com
posite configuration for selected LCA devices including: a 
preamble, a length count for the total bitstream, multiple 
concatenated data programs and a postamble plus an 
additional fill bit per device in the serial chain. After loading 
and passing-on the preamble and length count to a pos
sible daisy-chain, a lead device will load its configuration 
data frames while providing a High DOUT to possible 
down-stream devices as shown in Figure 22. Loading 
continues while the lead device has received its configura
tion program and the current length count has not reached 
the full value. The additional data is passed through the 
lead device and appears on the Data Out (DOUT) pin in 
serial form. The lead device also generates the Configura
tion Clock (CCLK) to synchronize the serial output data 
and data in of down-stream LCA devices. Data is read in 
on DIN of slave devices by the positive edge of CCLK 
and shifted out the DOUT on the negative edge of CCLK. 
A parallel Master mode device uses its internal timing 
generator to produce an internal CCLK of 8 times its 
EPROM address rate, while a Peripheral mode device 
produces a burst of 8 CCLKs for each chip select and write
strobe cycle. The internal timing generator continues to 
operate for general timing and synchronization of inputs in 
all modes. 

Special Configuration Functions 

The configuration data includes control over several spe
cial functions in addition to the normal user logic functions 
and interconnect. 

• Input thresholds 
• Readback disable 
• DONE pull-up resistor 
• DONE timing 
• RESET timing 
• Oscillator frequency divided by two 

Each of these functions is controlled by configuration data 
bits which are selected as part of the normal XACT 
development system bitstream generation process. 

Input Thresholds 
Prior to the completion of configuration all LCA device 
input thresholds are TTL compatible. Upon completion of 
configuration, the input thresholds become either TTL or 
CMOS compatible as programmed. The use of the TTL 
threshold option requires some additional supply current 
for threshold shifting. The exception is the threshold of the 
PWRDWN input and direct clocks which always have a 
CMOS input. Prior to the completion of configuration the 
user 1/0 pins each have a high impedance pull-up. The 
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configuration program can be used to enable the lOB pull
up resistors in the Operational mode to act either as an 
input load or to avoid a floating input on an otherwise 
unused pin. 

Read back 
The contents of a Logic Cell Array may be read back if it 
has been programmed with a bitstream in which the 
Readback option has been enabled. Readback may be 
used for verification of configuration and as a method of 
determining the state of internal logic nodes during debug
ging. There are three options in generating the configura
tion bitstream. 

• "Never'' inhibits the Readback capability. 
• "One-time," inhibits Readback after one Readback 

has been executed to verify the configuration. 
• "On-command" allows unrestricted use of Readback. 

Readback is accomplished without the use of any of the 
user 1/0 pins; only MO, M1 and CCLK are used. The 
initiation of Readback is produced by a Low to High 
transition of the MO/RTRIG (Read Trigger) pin. The CCLK 
input must then be driven by external logic to read back the 
configuration data. The first three Low-to-High CCLK 
transitions clock out dummy data. The subsequent Low
to-High CCLK transitions shift the data frame information 
out on the M1/RDATA (Read Data) pin. Note that the logic 
polarity is always inverted, a zero in configuration be
comes a one in Readback, and vice versa. Note also that 
each Readback frame has one Start bit (read back as a 
one) but, unlike in configuration, each Readback frame 
has only one Stop bit (read back as a zero). The third 
leading dummy bit mentioned above can be considered 
the Start bit of the first frame. All data frames must be read 
back to complete the process and return the Mode Select 
and CCLK pins to their normal functions. 

Readback data includes the current state of each CLB 
flip-flop, each input flip-flop or latch, and each device pad. 
These data are imbedded into unused configuration bit 
positions during Readback. This state information is used 
by the XACT development system In-Circuit Verifier to 
provide visibility into the internal operation of the logic 
while the system is operating. To readback a uniform time
sample of all storage elements, it may be necessary to 
inhibit the system clock. 

Reprogram 
To initiate a re-programming cycle, the dual-function pin 
DONE/PROG must be given a High-to-Low transition. To 

reduce sensitivity to noise, the input signal is filtered for two 
cycles of the LCA device internal timing generator. When 
reprogram begins, the user-programmable 1/0 output buff
ers are disabled and high-impedance pull-ups are pro
vided for the package pins. The device returns to the Clear 
state and clears the configuration memory before it indi
cates 'initialized'. Since this Clear operation uses chip
individual internal timing, the master might complete the 
Clear operation and then start configuration before the 
slave has completed the Clear operation. To avoid this 
problem, the slave I NIT pins must be AND-wired and used 
to force a RESET on the master (see Figure 22). Repro
gram control is often implemented using an external open
collector driver which pulls DONE/PROG Low. Once a 
stable request is recognized, the DONE/PROG pin is held 
Low until the new configuration has been completed. Even II 
if the re-program request is externally held Low beyond the 
configuration period, the LCA device will begin operation 
upon completion of configuration. 

DONE Pull-up 
DONE/PROG is an open-drain 1/0 pin that indicates the 
LCA device is in the operational state. An optional internal 
pull-up resistor can be enabled by the user of the XACT 
development system when MAKEBITS is executed. The 
DONE/PROG pins of multiple LCA devices in a daisy
chain may be connected together to indicate all are DONE 
or to direct them all to reprogram. 

DONE Timing 
The timing of the DONE status signal can be controlled by 
a selection in the Make Bits program to occur either a CCLK 
cycle before, or after, the outputs going active. See Figure 
20. This facilitates control of external functions such as a 
PROM enable or holding a system in a wait state. 

RESET Timing 
As with DONE timing, the timing of the release of the 
internal reset can be controlled by a selection in the 
MakeBits program to occur either a CCLK cycle before, or 
after, the outputs going active. See Figure 20. This reset 
keeps all user programmable flip-flops and latches in a 
zero state during configuration. 

Crystal Oscillator Division 
A selection in the MakeBits program allows the user to 
incorporate a dedicated divide-by-two flip-flop between 
the crystal oscillator and the alternate clock line. This 
guarantees a symmetrical clock signal. Although the fre
quency stability of a crystal oscillator is very good, the 
symmetry of its waveform can be affected by bias or 
feedback drive. 

The following seven pages describe the different configuration modes in detail 
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Master Serial Mode 
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Figure 21. Master Serial Mode 

In Master Serial mode, the CCLK output of the lead LCA 
device drives a Xilinx Serial PROM that feeds the LCA DIN 
input. Each rising edge of the CCLK output increments the 
Serial PROM internal address counter. This puts the next 
data bit on the SPROM data output, connected to the LCA 
DIN pin. The lead LCA device accepts this data on the 
subsequent rising CCLK edge. 

The lead LCA device then presents the preamble data 
(and all data that overflows the lead device) on its DOUT 
pin. There is an internal delay of 1.5 CCLK periods, which 
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means that DOUT changes on the falling CCLK edge, and 
the next LCA device in the daisy-chain accepts data on the 
subsequent rising CCLK edge. 

The SPROM CE input can be driven from either LDC or 
DONE. Using LDC avoids potential contention on the DIN 
pin, if this pin is configured as user-I/O, but LDC is then 
restricted to be a permanently High user output. Using 
DONE also avoids contention on DIN, provided the early 
DONE option is invoked. 



Master Serial Mode Programming Switching Characteristics 

CCLK 
(Output) 

Serial Data In 

G) Tams 

Serial DOUT 3 n _ 2 
(Output) ___ "_-__ _.J '--------J '\. ______ _J '--------..J 

X3223 

Speed Grade Min Max Units 

Description Symbol 

CCLK Data In setup 1 ToscK 60 
Data In hold 2 CKDS 0 

Notes: 1. At power-up, Vee must rise from 2.0 V to Vee min in less than 25 ms. If this is not possible, configuration can be 
delayed by holding RESET Low until Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). A very long Vee rise time of 
>100 ms, or a non-monotonically rising Vee may require >6-IJS High level on RESET, followed by a >6·1JS Low 
level on RESET and DIP after Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). 

2. Configuration can be controlled by holding RESET Low with or until after the TNJT of all daisy-chain slave-mode 
devices is High. 

3. Master-serial-mode timing is based on slave-mode testing. 
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Master Parallel Mode 

*tiRe~is +SV 
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SeriesWithM1 5k 

System Reset 

+5V 

Figure 22. Master Parallel Mode 

In Master Parallel mode, the lead LCA device directly 
addresses an industry-standard byte-wide EPROM and 
accepts eight data bits right before incrementing (or 
decrementing) the address outputs. 

The eight data bits are serialized in the lead LCA device, 
which then presents the preamble data (and all data that 
overflows the lead device) on the DOUT pin. There is an 

DIP 

RESET Reaal 

Genera~ 
Purpooe 
User 110 
Pina 

Note: XC2000 Devicea Do Not 
Have iNiT 1o Hold Ofla Mule< 
Device. Reset of a Muter Device 
Should be Auertod by on Exlemal 
Timing Ci<t:uillo Allow to< LCA CCLK 
Varlallona In Clear Slalo Tine. 

""'" 

internal delay of 1.5 CCLK periods, after the rising CCLK 
edge that accepts a byte of data, and also changes the 
EPROM address, until the falling CCLK edge that makes 
the LSB (DO) of this byte appear at DOUT. This means that 
DOUT changes on the falling CCLK edge, and the next 
LCA device in the daisy chain accepts data on the subse
quent rising CCLK edge. 
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Master Parallel Mode Programming Switching Characteristics 

AO-A15 
(output) -------'\--------A-dd_re_ss_t_or_B_yt_e_n ______ )K' Address lo< Byte n + 1 

l-(DTRAc 

00-07 

ACLK I 
(output) ___ _, 

CCLK 
(output) 

DOUT 
(output) 

RCLK 

Description 

To address valid 
To data setup 
To data hold 
RCLK High 
RCLK Low 

Byte 

®roRc-

l:======~.-7-C_C_L_K_s-=-=====-=-=~:l 

06 

Byten -1 

Symbol Min Max 

1 TRAC 0 200 
2 ToRe 60 
3 TRCD 0 

TACH 600 
T RCL 4.0 

X5380 

Units 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

IJS 

Notes: 1. At power-up, Vee must rise from 2.0 V to Vee min in less than 25 ms. If this is not possible, configuration can be 
delayed by holding RESET Low until Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). A very long Vee rise time of 
>100 ms, or a non-monotonically rising Vee may require a >6·1JS High level on RESET, followed by a >6·1JS Low 
level on RESET and D/P alter Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). 

2. Configuration can be controlled by holding RESET Low with or until alter the I NIT of all daisy-chain slave-mode 
devices is High. 

This timing diagram shows that/he EPROM requirements are extremely relaxed: 
EPROM access time can be longer than 4000 ns. EPROM data output has no hold time requirements. 
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Peripheral Mode 
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Figure 23. Peripheral Mode. 

Peripheral mode uses the trailing edge of the logic AND 
condition of the CSO, C-ST, CS2, and WSinputs to accept 
byte-wide data from a microprocessor bus. In the lead LCA 
device, this data is loaded into a double-buffered UART
Iike parallel-to-serial converter and is serially shifted into 
the internal logic. The lead LCA device presents the 
preamble data (and all data that overflows the lead device) 
on the DOUT pin. 

The Ready/Busy output from the lead LCA device acts as 
a handshake signal to the microprocessor. ROY/BUSY 
goes Low when a byte has been received, and goes High 

X303t 

again when the byte-wide input buffer has transferred its 
information into the shift register, and the buffer is ready to 
receive new data. The length of the BlJS'{ signal depends 
on the activity in the UART. If the shift register had been 
empty when the new byte was received, the BUSY signal 
lasts for only two CCLK periods. If the shift register was still 
full when the new byte was received, the BDSY signal can 
be as long as nine CCLK periods. 

Note that after the last byte has been entered, only seven 
of its bits are shifted out. CCLK remains High with DOUT 
equal to bit 6 (the next-to-last bit) of the last byte entered. 
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Peripheral Mode Programming Switching Characteristics 

Write 

ROY 

Notes: 

WAITETOLCA 

CS2 

D0-07 

CCLK 

I 
ROY/BUSY ........... -----· 

DOUT ___ ....::·~: __ _..:...._ __ .._=.__ _ ___....,=...__oe-1'~ 
p~ ~1'--------' '--------;;;:::;; ____. 

X3240 

Description Symbol Min Max 

Effective Write time required 1 TeA 100 
(Assertion of CSO, CS1, CS2, WS) 

DIN Setup time required 2 Toe 60 
DIN Hold time required 3 Teo 0 

ROY/BUSY delay after end of WS 4 TwrRB 60 

Earliest next WS-after end of BlJSY 5 TRBWT 0 

BUSY Low time generated 6 Tausv 2.5 9 

Units 

ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 

ns 

CCLK 
Periods 

1. At power-up, Vee must rise from 2.0 V to Vee min in less than 25 ms. If this is not possible, configuration can be 
delayed by holding RESET Low until Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). A very long Vee rise time of 
>100 ms, or a non-monotonically rising Vee may require a >6-IJS High level on R~S-ET, followed by a >6-IJS Low level 
on RESET" and D/P after Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). 

2. Configuration must be delayed until the INIT-of all LCAs is High. 

3. Time from end of WS to CCLK cycle for the new byte of data depends on completion of previous byte processing and 
the phase of the internal timing generator for CCLK. 

4. CCLK and DOUT timing is tested in slave mode. 

5. T BUSY indicates that the double-buffered parallel-to-serial converter is not yet ready to receive new data. The shortest 
T BUSY occurs when a byte is loaded into an empty parallel-to-serial converter. The longest T BUSY occurs when a new 
word is loaded into the input register before the second-level buffer has started shifting out data. 

This timing diagram shows very relaxed requirements: Data need not be held beyond th11 rising edge of WS. BUSY will 
go active within 60 ns after the end of WS. BUSY will stay active for several microseconds. WS may be asserted Immedi
ately after the end ofBOSY. 
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Slave Serial Mode 
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Figure 24. Slave Serial Mode. 

in Slave Serial mode, an external signal drives the CCLK 
input(s) of the LCA device(s). The serial configuration 
bitstream must be available at the DIN input of the lead 
LCA device a short set-up time before each rising CCLK 
edge. The lead LCA device then presents the preamble 
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data (and ail data that overflows the lead device) on its 
DOUT pin. There is an internal delay of 0.5 CCLK periods, 
which means that DOUT changes on the falling CCLK 
edge, and the next LCA device in the daisy-chain accepts 
data on the subsequent rising CCLK edge. 
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Slave Serial Mode Programming Switching Characteristics 

CCLK 

DIN -----r B1t n ':*:' Bitn + 1 

'~' - [0,=--~. ~Tcco _:r , ____ r_. ___ ®_s_T_cc_L ____ }_~====== 

'L>----0'~" >LGl'=-:1.....--------
DOUT 

(Output) 

Description 

To DOUT 

DIN setup 
DIN hold 
High time 
Low time (Note 1) 
Frequency 

Bitn-t ~ Bitn 

X5379 

Symbol Min Max 

3 Tcco 100 

1 TDcc 60 
2 TeeD 0 
4 TecH 0.05 
5 TccL 0.05 5.0 

Fcc 10 

Notes: 1. The max limit of CCLK Low time is caused by dynamic circuitry inside the LCA device. 
2. Configuration must be delayed until the IN If of all LCA devices is High. 

Units 

ns 

ns 
ns 
llS 
llS 

MHz 

3. At power-up, Vee must rise from 2.0 V to Vee min in less than 25 ms. If this is not possible, configuration can be de
layed by holding RESET Low until V cc has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). A very long V cc rise time of > 100 
ms, or a non-monotonically rising Vee may require a >6-JlS High level on Fi"ESET, followed by a >6-JlS Low level on 
RES-EI and DIP after Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for the XC3000L). 

Program Readback Switching Characteristics 

DO(~~~~~~ ------'~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-
-f(i)TATHl 

RTRIG (MO) - [\ 
~-------------®TATCC 

CCLK(1) 

__ M1 Input! ___ __:H.::.I·..:::Z ___ -{ READBX~~~~UTPUT READBX~~~~UTPUT 
RDATA Oulpul '----=-=-=-=..:....::..'---=--L...>..-""---'--=--'-'-''--'-.:..C 

X6116 

Description Symbol Min Max Units 

AT RIG RTRIG High 1 TRTH 250 ns 

CCLK RTRIG setup 2 TRTCC 200 ns 
RDATA delay 3 TccRD 100 ns 
High time 5 TccHR 0.5 llS 
Low time 4 TecLA 0.5 5 llS 

Notes: 1. During Readback, CCLK frequency may not exceed 1 MHz. 
2. RETRIG (MO positive transition) shall not be done until after one clock following active 110 pins. 
3. Readback should not be initiated until configuration is complete. 
4. TecLA is 5 JlS min to 15 JlS max for XC3000L. 
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General LCA Switching Characteristics 

RESET {.-------',~'~r----{-0TMRW-}---------

_--~ rC'l'··:l ~-w,~ 
MOIM1/M2 ____ ...J~ x========================================================== 

DONE/PROG 

-

r-0TPGW_1 ____ J __ {-0TPGI 
IN IT User Stale 

(Output) ~·, I Clear State Conf1gurat1on State 

PWRDWN 

Vee (Valid) 

Description Symbol Min Max Units 
-------~ ----- ----- --,------~-- --

RESET (2) MO. M1, M2 setup time required 2 TMR 1 JlS 
MO. M1, M2 hold time required 3 TAM 3 JlS 
RESET Width (Low) req. for Abort 4 TMRW 6 JlS 

DONE/PROG Width (Low) required for Re~config. 5 TPGW 6 JlS 
I NIT response after D/P is pulled Low 6 TPGI 7 f.IS 

PWRDWN (3) Power Down Vee VeePo 2.3 v 
----~- ----- ---------------- --- --- --- ~-L__~----~ 

Notes: 1. At power~up, Vee must rise from 2.0 V to Vee min in less than 25 ms. tf this is not possible, configuration can be de~ 
layed by holding RESET Low until Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for XC3000L). A very long Vee rise time of >100 ms, or 
a non~monotonically rising Vee may require a >1~~ts High level on RESET, followed by a >6~ps Low level on RESET and 
D/P after Vee has reached 4.0 V (2.5 V for XC3000L). 

2. RESET timing relative to valid mode lines (MO, M1, M2) is relevant when RESET is used to delay configuration. The 

specified hold time is caused by a shift~ register filter slowing down the response to RESET during configuration. 

3. PWRDWN transitions must occur while Vee >4.0 V(2.5 V for XC3000L). 
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Performance 

Device Performance 
The XC3000 families of FPGAs can achieve very high 
performance. This is the result of 
• A sub-micron manufacturing process, developed and 

continuously being enhanced for the production of 
state-of-the-art CMOS SRAMs. 

• Careful optimization of transistor geometries, circuit 
design, and lay-out, based on years of experience 
with the XC3000 family. 

• A look-up table based, coarse-grained architecture 
that can collapse multiple-layer combinatorial logic 
into a single function generator. One CLB can imple
ment up to four layers of conventional logic in as little 
as 2.7 ns. 

Actual system performance is determined by the timing of 
critical paths, including the delay through the combinato
rial and sequential logic elements within CLBs and lOBs, 
plus the delay in the interconnect routing. The ac-timing 
specifications state the worst-case timing parameters for 
the various logic resources available in the XC3000-
families architecture. Figure 25 shows a variety of ele
ments involved in determining system performance. 

Logic block performance is expressed as the propagation 
time from the interconnect point at the input to the block to 
the output of the block in the interconnect area. Since 
combinatorial logic is implemented with a memory lookup 
table within a CLB, the combinatorial delay through the 
CLB, called T1Lo. is always the same, regardless of the 
function being implemented. For the combinatorial logic 
function driving the data input of the storage element, the 
critical timing is data set-up relative to the clock edge 
provided to the flip-flop element. The delay from the clock 
source to the output of the logic block is critical in the timing 
signals produced by storage elements. Loading of a logic-

block output is limited only by the resulting propagation 
delay of the larger interconnect network. Speed perfor
mance of the logic block is a function of supply voltage and 
temperature. See Figure 26. 

Interconnect performance depends on the routing re
sources used to implement the signal path. Direct inter
connects to the neighboring CLB provide an extremely fast 
path. Local interconnects go through switch matrices 
(magic boxes) and suffer an RC delay, equal to the 
resistance of the pass transistor multiplied by the capaci
tance of the driven metal line. Longlines carry the signal 
across the length or breadth of the chip with only one 
access delay. Generous on-chip signal buffering makes 
performance relatively insensitive to signal fan-out; in-
creasing fan-out from 1 to 8 changes the CLB delay by only II 
1 0%. Clocks can be distributed with two low-skew clock 
distribution networks. 

The tools in the XACT Development System used to place 
and route a design in an XC3000 FPGA (the Automatic 
Place and Route [APR) program and the XACT Design 
Editor)automatically calculate the actual maximum worst
case delays along each signal path. This timing informa
tion can be back-annotated to the design's netlist for use 
in timing simulation or examined with X-DELAY, a static 
timing analyzer. 

Actual system performance is applications dependent. 
The maximum clock rate that can be used in a system is 
determined by the critical path delays within that system. 
These delays are combinations of incremental logic and 
routing delays, and vary from design to design. In a 
synchronous system, the maximum clock rate depends on 
the number of combinatorial logic layers between re
synchronizing flip-flops. Figure 27 shows the achievable 
clock rate as a function of the number of CLB layers. 

Clock to Output Combinatorial Setup 

1-TcKO -~- TtLO---o.f----- TtcK ---- f-.----Top---

CLB CLB CLB lOB 

logic 

(K) (K) 

CLOCK--~-------r----------~~ 

1------rcKo -I 

1<--------- TOKPO-====----
Figure 25. Primary Block Speed Factors. Actual timing is a function of various block factors combined with routing 
factors. Overall performance can be evaluated with the XACT timing calculator or by an optional simulation. 
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Figure 27. Clock Rate as a Function of Logic Complexity 
(Number of Combinational Levels between 
Flip-Flops) 
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Power 

Power Distribution 
Power for the LCA device is distributed through a grid to 
achieve high noise immunity and isolation between logic 
and 1/0. Inside the LCA device, a dedicated Vee and 
ground ring surrounding the logic array provides power to 
the 1/0 drivers. An independent matrix of Vee and 
groundlines supplies the interior logic of the device. This 
power distribution grid provides a stable supply and ground 
for all internal logic, providing the external package power 
pins are all connected and appropriately decoupled. Typi
cally a 0.1-jlF capacitor connected near the V cc and 
ground pins will provide adequate decoupling. 

Output buffers capable of driving the specified 4- or 8-mA 
loads under worst-case conditions may be capable of 
driving as much as 25 to 30 times that current in a best 
case. Noise can be reduced by minimizing external load 
capacitance and reducing simultaneous output transitions 
in the same direction. It may also be beneficial to locate 
heavily loaded output buffers near the ground pads. The 
1/0 Block output buffers have a slew-limited mode which 
should be used where output rise and fall times are not 
speed critical. Slew-limited outputs maintain their de drive 
capability, but generate less external reflections and inter
nal noise. 



~XIliNX 

Dynamic Power Consumption 

One CLB driving three local interconnects 

One global clock buffer and clock line 

One device output with a 50 pF load 

Power Consumption 

XC3042 

0.25 

2.25 

1.25 

The Logic Cell Array exhibits the low power consumption 
characteristic of CMOS ICs. For any design, the configu
ration option of TTL chip input threshold requires power for 
the threshold reference. The power required by the static 
memory cells that hold the configuration data is very low 
and may be maintained in a power-down mode. 

Typically, most of power dissipation is produced by exter
nal capacitive loads on the output buffers. This load and 
frequency dependent power is 25~-tW/pF/MHz per output. 
Another component of 1/0 power is the external de loading 
on all output pins. 

Internal power dissipation is a function of the number and 
size of the nodes, and the frequency at which they change. 
In an LCA device, the fraction of nodes changing on a 
given clock is typically low (10-20%). For example, in a 
long binary counter, the total activity of all counter flip-flops 
is equivalent to that of only two CLB outputs toggling at the 
clock frequency. Typical global clock-buffer power is be
tween 2.0 mW/MHz for the XC3020 and 3.5 mW/MHz for 
the XC3090. The internal capacitive load is more a func
tion of interconnect than fan-out. With a typical load of 
three general interconnect segments, each CLB output 
requires about 0.25 mW per MHz of its output frequency. 

Because the control storage of the Logic Cell Array is 
CMOS static memory, its cells require a very low standby 
current for data retention. In some systems, this low data 
retention current characteristic can be used as a method 
of preserving configurations in the event of a primary 

XC3042A XC3042L XC3142A 

0.17 

1.40 

1.25 

0.07 

0.50 

0.55 

0.25 

1.70 

1.25 

mWperMHz 

mWperMHz 

mW perMHz 

power loss. The Logic Cell Array has built in Powerdown 
logic which, when activated, will disable normal operation 
of the device and retain only the configuration data. All 
internal operation is suspended and output buffers are 
placed in their high-impedance state with no pull-ups. II 
Different from the XC3000 family which can be powered 
down to a current consumption of a few microamps, the 
XC3100 draws 5 mA, even in power-down. This makes 
power-down operation less meaningful. In contrast, lccPo 
for the XC3000L is only 1 0 f.!A. 

To force the Logic Cell Array into the Powerdown state, the 
user must pull the PWRDWN pin Low and continue to 
supply a retention voltage to the Vee pins. When normal 
power is restored, Vee is elevated to its normal operating 
voltage and PWRDWN is returned to a High. The Logic 
Cell Array resumes operation with the same internal se
quence that occurs at the conclusion of configuration. 
Internal-I/O and logic-block storage elements will be reset, 
the outputs will become enabled and the DONEIPROG 
pin will be released. 

When Vee is shut down or disconnected, some power 
might unintentionally be supplied from an incoming signal 
driving an 1/0 pin. The conventional electrostatic input 
protection is implemented with diodes to the supply and 
ground. A positive voltage applied to an input (or output) 
will cause the positive protection diode to conduct and 
drive the Vee connection. This condition can produce 
invalid power conditions and should be avoided. A large 
series resistor might be used to limit the current or a bipolar 
buffer may be used to isolate the input signal. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

Pin Descriptions 

Permanently Dedicated Pins. 

Vee 
Two to eight (depending on package type) connections to 
the positive V supply voltage. All must be connected. 

GND 
Two to eight (depending on package type) connections to 
ground. All must be connected. 

PWRDWN 
A Low on this CMOS-compatible input stops all internal 
activity, but retains configuration. All flip-flops and latches 
are reset, all outputs are 3-stated, and all inputs are 
interpreted as High, independent of their actual level. 
When PWDWN returns High, the LCA device becomes 
operational with DONE Low for two cycles of the internal 
1-MHz clock.Before and during configuration, PWRDWN 
must be High. If not used, PWRDWN must be tied to Vee-

RESET 
This is an active Low input which has three functions. 

Prior to the start of configuration, a Low input will delay the 
start of the configuration process. An internal circuit 
senses the application of power and begins a minimal 
time-out cycle. When the tirne-out and RESET are com
plete, the levels of theM lines are sampled and configura
tion begins. 

If RESET is asserted during a configuration, the LCA 
device is re-initialized and restarts the configuration at the 
termination of RESET. 

If RESET is asserted after configuration is complete, it 
provides a global asynchronous RESET of all lOB and 
CLB storage elements of the LCA device. 

CCLK 
During configuration, Configuration Clock is an output of 
an LCA device in Master mode or Peripheral mode, but an 
input in Slave rnode. During Readback, CCLK is a clock 
input for shifting configuration data out of the LCA device 

CCLK drives dynamic circuitry inside the LCA device. The 
Low tirne may, therefore, not exceed a few microseconds. 
When used as an input, CCLK must be "parked High". An 
internal pull-up resistor maintains High when the pin is not 
being driven. 

DONEIPROG (0/P) 
DONE is an open-drain output, configurable with or without 
an internal pull-up resistor of 2 to 8 k n. At the completion of 
configuration, the LCA device circuitry becomes active in a 
synchronous order; DONE is programmed to go active High 
one cycle either before or after the outputs go active. 

Once configuration is done, a High-to-Low transition of this 
pin will cause an initialization of the LCA device and start 
a reconfiguration. 

MO/RTRIG 
As Mode 0, this input is sampled on power-on to determine 
the power-on delay (214 cycles if MO is High, 216 cycles if 
MO is Low). Before the start of configuration, this input is 
again sampled together with M1, M2 to determine the 
configuration mode to be used . 

A Low-to-High input transition, after configuration is com
plete, acts as a Read Trigger and initiates a Readback of 
configuration and storage-element data clocked by CCLK. 
By selecting the appropriate Readback option when gen
erating the bitstream, this operation may be limited to a 
single Readback, or be inhibited altogether. 

M1/RDATA 
As Mode 1, this input and MO, M2 are sampled before the 
start of configuration to establish the configuration mode to 
be used.lf Readback is never used, M1 can be tied directly 
to ground or Vee- If Readback is ever used, M1 must use 
a 5-kn resistor to ground or Vee. to accommodate the 
RDATA output. 

As an active-Low Read Data, after configuration is com
plete, this pin is the output of the Readback data. 
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User 110 Pins that can have special functions. 

M2 
During configuration, this input has a weak pull· up resistor. 
Together with MO and M 1 , it is sampled before the start of 
configuration to establish the configuration mode to be 
used. After configuration, this pin is a user-programmable 
1/0 pin. 

HOC 
During configuration, this output is held at a High level to 
indicate that configuration is not yet complete. After con· 
figuration, this pin is a user-programmable 1/0 pin. 

LDC 
During Configuration, this output is held at a Low level to 
indicate that the configuration is not yet complete. After 
configuration, this pin is a user-programmable 1/0 pin. 
LDC is particularly useful in Master mode as a Low enable 
for an EPROM, but it must then be programmed as a High 
after configuration. 

I NIT 
This is an active Low open-drain output with a weak pull· 
up and is held Low during the power stabilization and 
internal clearing of the configuration memory. It can be 
used to indicate status to a configuring microprocessor or, 
as a wired AND of several slave mode devices, a hold-off 
signal for a master mode device. After configuration this 
pin becomes a user-programmable 1/0 pin. 

BCLKIN 
This is a direct CMOS level input to the alternate clock 
buffer (Auxiliary Buffer) in the lower right corner. 

XTL1 
This user 1/0 pin can be used to operate as the output of 
an amplifier driving an external crystal and bias circuitry. 

XTL2 
This user 1/0 pin can be used as the input of an amplifier 
connected to an external crystal and bias circuitry. The 1/0 
Block is left unconfigured. The oscillator configuration is 
activated by routing a net from the oscillator buffer symbol 
output and by the MakeBits program. 

CSO, CS1, CS2, WS 
These four inputs represent a set of signals, three active 
Low and one active High, that are used to control configu
ration-data entry in the Peripheral mode. Simultaneous 
assertion of all four inputs generates a Write to the internal 
data buffer. The removal of any assertion clocks in the DO· 
D7 data. In Master-Parallel mode, WS and CS2 are the AO 
and A 1 outputs. After configuration, these pins are user· 
programmable 1/0 pins. 

ROY/BUSY 
During Peripheral Parallel mode configuration this pin 
indicates when the chip is ready for another byte of data to 
be written to it. After configuration is complete, this pin 
becomes a user-programmed 1/0 pin. 

RCLK 
During Master Parallel mode configuration, each change 
on the A0-15 outputs is preceded by a rising edge on 
RCLK, a redundant output signal. After configuration is 
complete, this pin becomes a user-programmed 1/0 pin. 

D0-07 
This set of eight pins represents the parallel configuration 
byte for the parallel Master and Peripheral modes. After 
configuration is complete, they are user-programmed II 
1/0 pins. 

Ao-A15 
During Master Parallel mode, these 16 pins present an 
address output for a configuration EPROM. After configu
ration, they are user-programmable 1/0 pins. 

DIN 
During Slave or Master Serial configuration, this pin is 
used as a serial-data input. In the Master or Peripheral 
configuration, this is the Data 0 input. After configuration is 
complete, this pin becomes a user-programmed 1/0 pin. 

DOUT 
During configuration this pin is used to output serial
configuration data to the DIN pin of a daisy-chained slave. 
After configuration is complete, this pin becomes a user
programmed 1/0 pin. 

TCLKIN 
This is a direct CMOS-Ievel input to the global clock buffer. 
This pin can also be configured as a user programmable 
VO pin. However, since TCLKIN is the preferred input to 
the global clock net, and the global clock net should be 
used as the primary clock source, this pin is usually the 
clock input to the chip. 

Unrestricted User 110 Pins. 

110 
An 1/0 pin may be programmed by the user to be an Input 
or an Output pin following configuration. All unrestricted 1/ 
0 pins, plus the special pins mentioned on the following 
page, have a weak pull-up resistor of 50 kn to 100 kn that 
becomes active as soon as the device powers up, and 
stays active until the end of configuration. 

Before end during configuration, ell outputs that ere not used for the configuration process ere 3-ststed with 
a 50 An to 100 An pull-up resistor. 
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XC3000, XCJOOOA, XCJOOOL, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

Pin Functions During Configuration 

Configuration Mode <M2:M1:MO> ... 
SL..VE MASTER-SEA PERIPHERAl MASTER-HIGH MASTER-LOW 

.. 68 

<1:1:1> <0:0:0> <1:0:1> <1:1:0> <1:0'0> PLCC PLCC 

PWROWN I PWROWN I PWRDWN I PWROWN I PWRDWNU 7 10 
vc.c 12 18 

Ml HIGH\ I M11LOW\ I Ml LOWid Ml HIGHIII Ml (lOWl I 18 25 
MOIHIGHl I I.IOILOWlfn MOiHIGHlln MOILOW\,1 MOILOWI I 17 26 

M2 HIGH\ I M21l0Wlfn M21H4GHl I M21HIGH I M2 HIGH\ I 18 27 
HOCI,<IC>H\ HOCIHIC>H\ HOCIHIC'.HI 19 29 
LOC II OWl lOCILOW\ inr.IIOWI inr. I nWI inr.ll fYWI 20 30 

iNi'f'o iNi'l" iNi'f'o iNi'f'o _m 22 34 
GND GNC GND GND GND 23 35 

26 ~ 
~Ill ~Ill ~Ill <¥~111 ~Ill 27 .. 
_DONE DONE DONE DONE DONE 29 45 

OAT;I. 7!0 ATA7 I DATA 7 I 46 
30 47 

OATIS I DATA6 I DATA. em 48 
DA" 1511\ DATA5111 DATA Sin 49 

CSO I 50 
DATA I DATA4 I DATA4 I 51 

vee vee vee vee vrr. 34 52 
DATA3fn DATA3 I ATA3 I 53 

CSIIO 54 
DATA21n OAT;1.210 DATA211l 55 
DATAl I DATAl I DATA I ID 56 
RDYJBUSY AEU< RCi]( 57 

DIN II\ DINm DATA Om DATA Oil\ DATAOIII 38 56 
_DOUT DOUT DOUT DOUT DOUT 39 59 
f'.COLKII eeLKIO\ CCLKIOI C.CUCinl C.CLKinl 40 60 

WSII M AO 61 

CS21I AI AI 62 

A2 A2 63 

A3 A3 84 

A15 A15 116 

A4 A4 .. 
1 67 

AS AS 68 
GND GNP GND GND GND 1 1 

A13 A13 2 
AB .... 3 

A12 A12 4 

A7 A7 5 

All All 6 

A8 A6 7 
.,o 10 8 
A9 A9 9 

X 
X X 

CJ Represents a 50-kllto 1 00-kn pull-up before and during configuration 
INIT-is an open drain output during configuration 

(I) Represents an input 

84 84 100 
PLCC PGA PQfP 

12 B2 29 
F3 41 

31 J2 52 
32 l1 54 
33 K2 58 
34 K3 57 
38 l3 59 
42 K6 85 
43 J6 66 

_53 lll 76 

"' KIO 78 
55 JIO BO 
56 Kll 81 
57 Jll 62 
56 HIO 63 
BO FlO 87 
61 GIO 68 
62 Gil 69 
84 F9 91 
116 Fll 92 .. Ell 93 
87 EIO 94 
70 010 98 
71 Cll 99 
72 811 100 
73 CIO I 
74 All 2 
75 810 5 
76 89 6 
n A10 8 
78 A9 9 
81 86 12 
62 87 13 

83 A7 14 

84 C7 15 
I C6 16 
2 A6 17 
3 AS 18 
4 85 19 
5 C5 20 

8 A3 23 
9 A2 24 
10 83 25 
II AI 26 

X X X 
X X X 
X X X 

X" 
X" 
X" 

100 132 160 175 
TQf'P PGA Paf'P PGA 

26 AI 159 B2 
38 C8 20 09 
49 813 40 814 
51 A14 42 815 
53 C13 44 CIS 
54 814 45 E14 
58 014 49 016 
62 G14 59 HIS 
63 H12 19 J14 

73 1.113 76 PIS 
75 P14 78 R15 
n N13 BO R14 
78 1.112 81 N13 
79 P13 62 T14 
BO Nil 66 P12 
84 M9 92 Til 
85 N9 93 RIO 
66 N8 98 R9 
68 M8 100 N9 
69 N7 102 P6 
90 P6 103 RB 
91 M6 108 R7 
95 M5 114 R5 
98 N4 115 P5 
97 N2 119 R3 
98 1.13 120 N4 
99 PI 121 R2 
2 M2 124 P2 
3 Nl 125 1.13 
5 l2 128 PI 
6 l1 129 Nl 
9 Kl 132 Ml 
10 J2 133 l2 
II HI 138 K2 
12 H2 137 Kl 
13 H3 139 J3 
14 G2 141 H2 
15 Gl 142 HI 
16 F2 147 F2 
17 El 148 E1 
20 01 151 01 
21 02 152 Cl 
22 81 ISS E3 
26 C2 158 C2 

X 
X X 

X 
X X 
X X 

Pin assignmnent for the XC3064/XC3090 and XC3195 differ from those shown. See page 2-138. 
Peripheral mode and master parallel mode are not supported in the PC44 package. See page 2-135. 
Pin assignments lor the XC3195 PQ208 differ from those shown. See page 2-146. 
Pin assignments of PGA Footprint PLCC sockets and PGA packages are not electrically identical. 
Generic VO pins are not shown. 

..... 
208 User 

Paf'P 0pe1111ion 

3 PWRowN(I) 
26 v 
48 RDATA 
50 RTRIG I 
58 LQ 
57 LQ 
61 LQ 
n LQ 
79 GND 
100 XTl20RLQ 
102 RESEf,l 
107 PROGRAM I 
109 LQ 
110 XTLI OR LQ 
115 LQ 
122 I/O 
123 LQ 
126 LQ 
130 Vee 
132 LQ 
133 LQ 
138 LQ 
145 LQ 
148 LQ 
151 LQ 
152 LQ 
153 CCLK I 
161 LQ 
162 I/O 
165 LQ 
166 I/O 
172 I/O 
173 LQ 
176 LQ 
179 LQ 
162 GNO 
184 LQ 
185 LQ 
192 LQ 
193 1.() 

199 I/O 

200 I/O 
203 LQ 
204 I/O 

All 01hof> 
XC3020 04c. 

XC3030 ole. 
XC3042 ole. 
XC3084 ale. 

X XC3090 elc. 
X XC3195 

The information on this page is provided as a convenient summary. For detailed pin descriptions, see the preceding two pages. 
For a detailed description of the configuration modes, see pages 2-190 through 2-200. 
For pinout details, see pages 2-136through 2-146. 

Before and during configuration, all outputs that are not used for the configuration process are 3-stated with 
a 50 M! to 100 /til pull-up resistor. 
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XC3000 Families Pin Assignments 

Xilinx offers the six different array sizes in the XC3000 
families in a variety of surface-mount and through-hole 
package types, with pin counts from 44 to 223. 

Each chip is offered in several package types to accommo
date the available PC board space and manufacturing 
technology. Most package types are also offered with 
different chips to accommodate design changes without 
the need for PC board changes. 

Note that there is no perfect match between the number of 
bonding pads on the chip and the number of pins on a 
package. In some cases, the chip has more pads than 
there are pins on the package, as indicated by the informa
tion ("unused" pads) below the line in the following table. 
The lOBs of the unconnected pads can still be used as 
storage elements if the specified propagation delays and 
set-up times are acceptable. 

In other cases, the chip has fewer pads than there are 
pins on the package; therefore, some package pins are 
not connected (n.c.), as shown above the line in the 
following table. 

Number of Unbounded or Unconnected Pins 

Device Pads 44 64 68 

3020 74 6u 

3030 98 54 u 34 u 30 u 

3042 118 

3064 142 

3090 166 

3195 198 

n.c. = Unconnected package pin 
u = Unbonded devtce pad 

Number of Available 110 Pins 

MaxK> 44 

XC3020/XC3120 64 
XC3030/XC3130 80 34 
XC3042/XC3142 96 
XC30641XC3164 120 
XC3090/XC3190 144 
XC3195 176 

64 68 

58 
54 58 

84 

64 
74 
74 
70 
70 
70 

Number of Package Pins 

84 100 132 144 160 175 176 208 223 

10 n.c. 42 n.c. 

10 n.c. 25 n.c. 

X6095 

Number of Package Pins 

100 120 132 144 156 160 164 175 176 191 196 208 223 240 

64 
80 
82 96 

110 120 
138 142 144 144 144 
138 144 176 176 

X3478 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

XC3000 Family 44-Pin PLCC Pinouts 
XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

Pin No. Xe3030 Pin No. Xe3030 

1 GND 23 GND 

2 1/0 24 1/0 

3 1/0 25 1/0 

4 1/0 26 XTL2(iN)-110 

5 1/0 27 ~ 
6 1/0 28 DONE-PGM 

7 PWRDWN 29 1/0 

8 TCLKIN-1/0 30 XTL 1 COUTl-BCLK-1/0 

9 1/0 31 110 

10 1/0 32 1/0 

11 1/0 33 1/0 

12 vee 34 vee 
13 1/0 35 1/0 
14 110 36 1/0 

15 1/0 37 110 

16 M1-RbATA 38 DIN-110 

17 MO-RTRIG 39 DOUT-110 

18 M2-I/O 40 CCLK 

19 HDC-1/0 41 1/0 

20 U:)C-1/0 42 1/0 

21 1/0 43 1/0 

22 iNII-1/0 44 1/0 

Penpheral mode and Master Parallel mode are not supported in the PC44 package 

XC3030 Family 64-Pin Plastic VQFP Pinouts 
XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L and XC3100 families have identical pinouts 

Pin No. Xe3030 Pin No. Xe3030 

1 AO-WS-1/0 33 M2-1/0 
2 A1-CS2-I/O 34 HDC-1/0 

3 A2-I/O 35 1/0 
4 A3-I/O 36 LDC-1/0 
5 A4-IIO 37 110 
6 A14-1/0 38 JLQ_ 

7 AS-I/O 39 110 
8 GND 40 INIT-110 
9 A13-I/O 41 GND 

10 AS-I/O 42 1/0 
11 A12-I/O 43 1/0 
12 A7-I/O 44 110 
13 A11-I/O 45 110 
14 AB·I/0 46 110 
15 A10-I/O 47 XTAL2(1N)-I/O 
16 A9-I/O 48 ~~ 
17 PWRDN 49 DONE-PG 
18 TCLKIN-1/0 50 07-1/0 
19 1/0 51 XTAL 1 (OUD-BCLKIN-1/0 

-H I 

1/0 
1io ----
1/0 

_?3 1/0 

52 06-1/0 
53 05-1/0 
54 CSO·I/0 
55 04-1/0 

24 vee 56 vee 
25 1/0 57 03-1/0 

~6 1/0 
27 1/0 

58 <::Sl-1/0 
59 02-1/0 

28 110 60 01-110 

29 1/0 61 RDY/BUSY-RCLK-110 

30 1/0 62 DO-DIN-I/O 
31 M1-RDA1'A 63 DOUT-1/0 
32 MO-RTRIG 64 CCLK 
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XC3000 Families 68-Pin PLCC, 84-Pin PLCC and PGA Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

68 PLee 68PLCe 
XC3020 Xe3030 Xe3020 

XC3030 Xe3020 XC3030, Xe3042 84PLeC 84PGA Xe3020 Xe3030, Xe3042 84 PLee 84PGA 

10 10 I'WROI'l 12 B2 44 RESET 54 K10 

11 11 TCLKIN·I/0 13 C2 45 OONE·PG 55 J10 

12 - II()• 14 81 46 07·110 56 K11 

13 12 110 15 C1 47 xn 1 (OUT)·BCLKIN·IIO 57 J11 

14 13 vo 16 02 48 [)8.110 58 H10 

- - 1/0 17 01 - 110 59 H11 

15 14 110 18 E3 49 05·110 60 F10 

16 15 vo 19 E2 50 cso.vo 61 G10 

- 16 110 20 E1 51 04·110 62 G11 

17 17 110 21 F2 - 110 63 G9 

18 18 vee 22 ' F3 52 vee 84 F9 

19 19 110 23 G3 53 03-110 65 F11 

- - 110 24 G1 54 CS1·VO 66 E11 

20 20 vo 25 G2 55 02·110 67 E10 

- 21 1/0 26 F1 - VO 66 E9 

21 22 110 27 H1 - II()• 69 011 

22 - 110 28 H2 56 OHIO 70 010 

23 23 110 29 J1 57 AOY/8USY·RCD<·IIO 71 C11 

24 24 1/0 30 K1 58 DO·OIN·I/0 72 811 

25 25 M1·ROATA 31 ' J2 59 DOUT·VO 73 C10 

26 26 MO.RTAIG 32 L1 60 CCLK 74 A11 

27 27 M2·110 33 K2 61 AO·WS·IIO 75 810 

28 28 HDC·IIO 34 K3 62 A1·CS2·110 76 89 

29 29 110 35 L2 63 A2·110 77 A10 

30 30 LOC·VO 36 L3 64 A3·110 78 A9 

- 31 1/0 37 K4 - vo• 79 B8 

- II()• 38 L4 - vo· 80 A8 

31 32 vo 39 JS 65 A15·110 81 B6 

32 33 110 40 KS 66 A4·VO 82 87 

33 - II()• 41 L5 67 A14·VO 83 A7 

34 34 INlT·IIO 42 K6 66 A5·VO 84 C7 

35 35 GND 43 J6 1 GND 1 C6 

36 36 110 44 J7 2 A13·110 2 A6 

37 37 vo 45 L7 3 A6·110 3 AS 

38 38 vo 46 K7 4 A12·110 4 B5 

39 39 1/0 47 L6 5 A7·110 5 C5 

- 40 110 48 L8 - II()• 6 A4 

- 41 110 49 K8 - vo· 7 B4 

40 vo· 50 L9 6 A1H/O 8 A3 

41 1/o· 51 L10 7 A8·110 9 A2 

42 42 vo 52 K9 8 A10·110 10 B3 

43 43 XTL2(1NH/O 53 L11 9 A9·110 11 A1 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull·up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew·rate limited. 

This table describes the pinouts of three different chips in three different packages. The pin·description column lists 84 of the 118 
pads on the XC3042 (and 84 of the 98 pads on the XC3030) that are connected to the 84 package pins. Ten pads, indicated by an 
asterisk, do not exist on the XC3020, which has 74 pads; therefore the corresponding pins on the 84·pin packages have no 
connections to an XC3020. Six pads on the XC3020 and 16 pads on the XC3030, indicated by a dash(-) in the 68 PLCC column, 
have no connection to the 66 PLCC, but are connected to the 64·pin packages. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

XC3064/XC3090/XC3195 84-Pin PLCC Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

PLCC PLCC 
Pin Number XC3064, Xe3090, Xe3195 Pin Number Xe3064, XC3090, XC3195 

12 I'WRr5N 54 RESET 
13 TeLKIN-1/0 55 DONE-FIG 

14 1/0 56 07·1/0 

15 1/0 57 XTL 1 IOUTI-BCLKIN-110 

16 1/0 58 06-110 

17 1/0 59 110 

18 110 60 05·1/0 

19 1/0 61 CS0-1/0 

20 uo 62 04-1/0 

21 GND• 63 1/0 

22 vee 64 vee 

23 1/0 65 GND• 

24 110 66 03-110• 

25 110 67 CS1-UO• 

26 110 68 02·110• 

27 110 69 110 

28 110 70 OHIO 

29 110 71 ROY JI30S'r' .l'iC[K.I/0 

30 uo 72 00-0IN-1!0 
31 M1·1WATA 73 OOUT·I/0 

32 MQ-ATAIG 74 eCLK 

33 M2·110 75 AO-WS-110 

34 HOC· I/O 76 A1·CS2·110 

35 110 77 A2·1/0 
36 [])C-1/0 78 A3-VO 

37 1/0 79 uo 
38 110 80 110 

39 110 81 A15·110 
40 1/0 82 A4·110 

41 INIT/110• 83 A14-VO 

42 vee. 84 A5-I/O 

43 GND 1 GND 

44 1/0 2 vee. 

45 110 3 A13·110• 

46 uo 4 A6-UO• 

47 110 5 A12·1/0• 

48 uo 6 A7·110• 

49 uo 7 110 

50 110 8 A11-VO 

51 110 9 AB·I/0 

52 110 10 A1Q-I/O 

53 XTL2(1N)·IIO 11 A9-I/O 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
ouptuts are default slew-rate limited. 

*In the PC84 package, XC3064, XC3090 and XC3195 have additional Vee and GND pins and thus a different pin definition than 
XC3020/XC3030/XC3042. 
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XC3000 Families 1 00-Pin QFP Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

Pin No. XC3020 Pin No. XC3020 Pin No. XC3020 

CQFP PQFP TQFP XC3030 
VQFP XC3042 CQFP PQFP TQFP XC3030 

VQFP XC3042 CQFP PQFP TQFP XC3030 
VQFP XC3042 

1 16 13 GND 35 50 47 vo· 69 84 81 vo· 
2 17 14 A13·1/0 36 51 48 110' 70 85 82 vo· 
3 18 15 A6-UO 37 52 49 Mt-1'10 71 86 83 vo 
4 19 16 A12-VO 38 53 50 GND' 72 87 84 05-1/0 

5 20 17 A7-UO 39 54 51 MO-RT 73 86 85 O"S0-110 

6 21 18 110' 40 55 52 vee· 74 89 86 04-VO 

7 22 19 vo· 41 56 53 M2-VO 75 90 87 vo 
8 23 20 All-I/O 42 57 54 HOC-VO 76 91 86 vee 
9 24 21 AS-I/O 43 58 55 vo 77 92 89 03-VO 

10 25 22 Al0-1/0 44 59 56 O:X::-1/0 78 93 90 CS1-VO 

11 26 23 A9-VO 45 60 57 vo· 79 94 91 02-VO 

12 27 24 vee· 46 61 58 vo· 80 95 92 110 

13 28 25 GND' 47 62 59 vo 81 96 93 vo· 
14 29 26 I'Wlilm 48 63 60 vo 82 97 94 vo· 
15 30 27 TCLKIN-VO 49 64 61 vo 83 98 95 01-UO 

16 31 28 VO" 50 65 62 lffi'T-VO 84 99 96 ROY/IlUSY -Acri<-1/0 

17 32 29 110' 51 66 63 GND 85 100 97 

18 33 30 vo· 52 67 64 vo 86 1 98 

19 34 31 vo 53 68 65 vo 87 2 99 

20 35 32 vo 54 69 66 1/0 88 3 100 

21 36 33 vo 55 70 67 1/0 89 4 1 

22 37 34 1/0 56 71 68 1/0 90 5 2 

23 38 35 1/0 57 72 69 vo 91 6 3 

24 39 36 vo 58 73 70 vo 92 7 4 

25 40 37 vo 59 74 71 110' 93 8 5 

26 41 38 vee 60 75 72 110' 94 9 6 

27 42 39 1/0 61 78 73 XTL2·VO 95 10 7 

28 43 40 vo 62 77 74 GND' 96 11 8 

29 44 41 1/0 63 78 75 ~ 97 12 9 

30 45 42 1/0 64 79 76 vee· 98 13 10 

31 46 43 1/0 65 80 77 OONE-l'G 99 14 11 

32 47 44 1/0 66 81 78 07-1/0 100 15 12 

33 48 45 vo 67 82 79 BCLKIN-XTL 1-1/0 

34 49 46 vo 68 83 80 06-VO 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. 
Programmed outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

00-0IN-VO 

DOUT-VO 

CCLK 

vee· 
GND' 

AO-WS-UO 

A1-CS2-VO 
110 .. 

A2-VO 
A3-I/O 

vo· 
vo· 

A15-VO 

A4-110 

A14-VO 

AS-I/O 

• This table describes the pinouts of three different chips in three different packges. The pin-description column lists 100 of the 118 
pads on the XC3042 that are connected to the 100 package pins. Two pads, indicated by double asterisks, do not exist on the 
XC3030, which has 98 pads; therefore the corresponding pins have no connections. Twenty-six pads, indicated by single or double 
asterisks, do not exist on the XC3020, which has 74 pads; therefore, the corresponding pins have no connections. (See table on 
page2-139.) 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

XC3000 Families 132-Pin Ceramic and Plastic PGA Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

PGA Pin XC3042 PGA Pin XC3042 PGA Pin XC3042 PGA Pin 
Number 

XC3042 
XC3064 Number XC3064 Number XC3064 Number XC3064 

C4 ~--~G-N~D~------1 --81_3_- M1-l'm I---'--P1,_,4'--+~~-'-R'-'E""S-'=-ET-'-. -----==----1- t-----::M_3~--r-~~D_Oc-U~T--1~/0~~-J 
A1 --~------ I---"C~11'----t--~~--=GccN=D~~---J _____M1_1~ ___ VC~~ P1 CCLK 

1----"C=-3~-i-~--"'110=--_,_T=-CL,K-"'iN"------1 __ A_1i~- ____ M_O_-R_T___ N13 DONE-~ ~-M.i-~ ---VCC ____ _ 
012 VCC M12 07-110 L3 GND 82 1/0 

83 1/0 

A2 vo· 
-- ~~-- ------

84 1/0 

C5 1/0 
-~ 

A3 vo· 
A4 

1-
1/0 

~~ 1/0 

C6 1/0 
·---------·· 

~ 1/0 

86 1/0 
--

C13 ~2-IIQ_ __ ~ I---'-P_._,13.___-t-_XTL1-II0-8CLKIN M2 AO-Wli-110 

1----"8~14'----+~~~HcDC~-=-c:-11.:.0~~-f c----Y!_g___r---~-_110____ _ l----c-Nc-1 __ --I_~ __ A __ 1-_C_S~:I~O ____ _ 

~-~C_,_14~-+~--~~~~~-- I-~P1~2'---t-~~~~~~O'--~~--J M1 110 
I-----'=E_,12.____+--~~I~/O-___~~---J N11 06-1/0 K3 110 

013 ____ IIQ_____ __M1_()_ __ -~--- -~0~~---
014 O:X::-1/0 _____ P.t.L _________ ____lla"_ ____ _ 

E13 vo· N10 110 

L2 

L1 

K2 

A2-IIO 

A3-l~ 

110 

F12 110 ______f'1_()__ ______ __1/()_ _____ ~-~-- -~-_1/()___- -~-

t-----=E~14-'---+~~--II:..:O:___ M9 05-110 K1 A15:!LQ_ 

I--'-F_1:_:3:__-+-~~~I::..:IO:__~- --~-r------- CSQ-1/Q __ ~ _ ____g__ ___ _ A4-IIO 

--~-- 1------~110_ ___ F14 110 P9 vo· _]Ja_• 

87 __ II_Q f---=G~13'---I-------===IIO~~~-J _____ p 8 __ _ 
C7 GND G14 INIT-110 NB 

_ __ uo• 
04-110 

ce __ ~ _____ vcc__ G12 vee 
A7 110 H12 GND 

88 1/0 1:!_1_4 _ 1----- 1/0 

AB . --- ____ 1/0 
A9 110 

89 110 

C9 110 

A10 1/0 

810 110 
A11 vo· 

---- ---------
C10 110 

1---_811 110 
A12 vo· 

1---~13 110 

A13 vo· 
C12 110 

H13 110 

J14 1/0 

--~J~1~3--+-~~-211~0 ___ ___ 
K14 110 

J12 110 

K13 110 

L14 

L13 

K12 

___M!_4__--
N14 

M13 

L12 

vo· 
110 

110 __ 

119 __ 
110 

xrL2(lN)-IIO 

GND 

- _f'Z_ -- __ ____j/Q__ - -~-
MB vee 
M7 GND 
N7 03-1/0 ------ - -------------
P6 ~-110 

N6 vo· 
PS vo· 
M6 02-110 

NS 110 

P4 110 

P3 110 

MS 01-110 

N4 ROY !BUSY -RCIJ<-VO 

P2 110 

N3 vo r--------
N2 00-DIN-110 

_____ HL __________ Al4-I/Q __ 

H2 A5-VO 
__ J:I3 ___ --~GND __ 

G3 vee 
G2 A13-VO 

Gl A6-l~ 
--~- r------- ---. -

F1 vo· 
_.EZ_ .A12-JLQ 

El A7-110 

_.E3_ _liQ_ 

_.E2. _liQ_ 

01 A11-IIO 
...D2._ _A8,]/Q_ 

_.E3_ _liQ_ 

C1 1/0 

81 Al0-110 

g_ __ _____ __M_cl/9_ 
!:!.a_ vee_ 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

• Indicates unconnected package pins (14) for the XC3042. 
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XC3000 Families 144-Pin Plastic TQFP Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000l, XC3100 and XC3100A families have Identical pinouts 

--

Pin Xe3042 
Number Xe3064 

J5Wl'lDfl 
____L_ VO-TCLKIN 

3 1/0' 

4 1/0 

_____L_~ 1/0 --
6 uo· 
7 vo 

______!___ ---~-1/_Q __ ~-
9 vo· ---·--- ------~-- ---

10 1/0 

__ ,_, __ ---~Q---~ 

12 1/0 

13 1/0 

___ __,_~--- __ __1/Q__ __ _ 
1s vo· 

___ !L_~- ___ __11_0 --~---
17 1/0 

18 GND 

19 vee 

20 1/0 

21 1/0 

22 vo 
23 1/0 

24 vo 
25 1/0 

_ __2_1! ___ 1/0 

27 1/0 -·-------·-
28 vo· 
29 1/0 

30 1/0 

31 uo· 
32 vo· 

r---~---~- ---~--------

--~~ ________ vo_ ____ _ 
34 vo· 
35 1/0 

_ ___:!_~!_ -- - ---~-JW ----
37 GND 

_ __;)_!!____ _ __ MO-RT __ _ 

39 vee 

40 M2-I/O 

41 HDC-1/0 ---r-----
42 vo 
43 1/0 

44 1/0 
45 - --- r-- -- - Lr>C-VO 

46 vo· 
47 1/0 

48 110 

.----.---------
Pin 

Number 
Xe3042 
Xe3064 

49 vo 
50 vo· 
51 vo 
52 1/0 

1----_,.5,._3 __ +-__ lfJlT.,_._ -VO 

f-------'5-'-4--t- _______ ve_e _____ _ 
55 GND 

56 1/0 

r--~ - -----:1/c0:::-__ -1 
58 VO 

59 1/0 

60 110 

61 vo 
~---~--- ______ _I/()__ __ 

63 vo· 
64 vo· 
65 vo 
66 1/0 

67 1/0 

68 VO 

69 XTL2(1N)-VO 

70 GND 

71 RESET 
72 vee-~ 

73 DONE-PG 

74 07-1/0 

75 XTL 1 (OUT)-BCLKIN-1/0 

76 vo 
1----~--- - __ __1/Q_ ___ _ 
r--2L_ _ ____ 06-1/0 ____ _ 

f---~- _____ _II() ____ ~ 
80 110· 

81 vo ------- -- -----·-----
82 1/0 

83 vo· 
84 05-VO 

85 ~-vo 

86 vo· 
87 IIO' 

88 04-VO 

89 -------~--
90 vee 

91 GND 

92 03-1/0 

93 ffi-110 

94 vo· 
95 vo· 

-~- --- 02-110 ___ _ 

Pin 
Number 

97 

98 

99 
100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 --
130 

131 

_132_ 

133 

134 

135 

__ 136 

137 

136 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

~XIUNX 

Xe3042 
Xe3064 

vo 
1/0 

vo· 
vo 
vo· 

01-1/0 

ROY 11IDSY-m:I:K-I/O 

vo --
1/0 

DO-DIN-ItO-

DOUT-VO 

CCLK 

vee 

GND --
AO-\YSVO 

A 1-CS~:J/()___ 

vo 
vo 

A2-VO 

A3-I/O 

vo 
1/0 

A15-VO 

A4-110 

vo· 
vo· 

A14-VO 

A5-I/O 

-
GND 

vee 

A13-110 

A6-VO 

vo· 
-

vo· --
A12-VO 

A7-VO 

1/0 

vo 
A11-I/O 

A8-VO 

1/0 

vo 
A10-I/O 

A9-I/O 

vee 
GND 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

• Indicates unconnected package pins (24) for the XC3042. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

XC3000 Families160-Pin PQFP Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

PQFP XC3064, XC3090, PQFP XC3064, XC3090, PQFP XC3064, XC3090, PQFP Xe3064, Xe3090, 
~ir~_Number_ Xe3195 Pin Number ~_Xe3195 Pin Number Xe319~~ ------------- ------- Pin Number Xe3195 

1 110' 41 GND 81 07-i/0 12.1 ...ccl.K 
2 110' 42 Mo-RT RiG 82 XTL 1-110-BeLKiN 122 vee 

~---------

;l ---~---- ~._4;l __ . _ vee ____ 83 __119' 123 GND 
4 i/0 44 M2-IIO --~- i/0 124 AO-WS-110 
5 110 45 HOe-i/O 85 i/0 
6 110 46 i/0 86 r----o6-=iio 

125 A1.CS2-I/O 

126 vo 
7 110 47 

----------~ ---- 110 87 110 127 vo 
8 i/0 48 i/0 88 110 

me-ito 
------

9 1/0 49 89 i/0 --f-- ~--- -------

128 A2-l/0 ----r-----~---
129 A3-i/O 

10 i/0 50 110' 90 i/0 130 110 
11 i/0 51 i/0' 91 i/0 131 110 
12 i/0 52 1/0 92 05-i/0 132 A15-IIO 
13 110 53 i/0 93 C00-110 133 A4-UO 
14 i/0 54 110 ~-- 110' -- 134 110 
15 110 55 i/0 

----~~-
95 110• 135 110 

16 110 56 i/0 96 110 136 A14·110 
~-- -~-

17 110 57 
-

110 97 110 
------~--

137 AS· I/O 

18 110 58 110 98 04-1/0 138 110• 
19 GND 59 llillT-i/0 --~ 110 ---- 139 GND 
20 vee 60 vee 100 vee 140 vee 
21 1/0' 61 GND 101 GND ----------- ----- -------- ---------- --'-----

141 A13-I/O 
22 i/0 62 110 102 03-1/0 142 A6·UO --

i/0 63 1/0 C"Sl-110 23 103 ------r-------- . -----·------- ---~---
24 i/0 64 i/0 104 1/0 

143 vo• 
144 vo• 

_25__ ___ 110 ___ 6_5 ____ ___ j/Q ____ 105 110 145 110 
26 1/0 66 110 106 vo• 146 110 
27 1/0 67 1/0 107 110' 147 A12·110 

___ 2_8 __ 1---- 1/0 68 1/0 108 02-110 148 A7-UO 
29 110 69 1/0 109 110 149 110 
30 110 70 110 1_!Q~ -- _II_Q_ ___ -
31 1/0 71 110 111 1/0 ----f------ --
32 1/0 72 1/0 112 110 

_____1rul_ t---- 1/0 

151 A11-1!0 

152 A6·UO 
33 _lfQ___ ___ -- 73 _If_()_ _______ 113 1/0 153 uo --
34_ --- ---~--"9. --- __ 7_4 ___ ___ 1/0 ~~ t------1:1.~--
35 1/0 75 110' 115 ROY iSOS'\' -"RCJ:R-110 

154 uo 
155 A10-i/O 

36 vo 76 XTL2·110 116 110 156 A9·110 

:rr_ -- 110 r-----ll-~ __ __ru.I_Q___ __ 117 110 

38 110' 78 ~ 118 1/0' 

157 vee 

158 GND 

39 110' __ ?_~ vee 119 00-0IN-110 
--- --·------ - ---~-----

159 PWROWN 
40 M1-RDATA 80 OONEII'n 120 OOUT-110 160 TCLKiN-110 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
lOBs are default slew-rate limited. 

'Indicates unconnected package pins (18) for the XC3064. 
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i:XIUNX 

XC3000 Families 175-Pin Ceramic and Plastic PGA Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

PGAPin XC31M10, XC3195 PGAPin XC3IMIO, XC3195 PGAPin XC3IMIO, XC3195 PGAPin XC3IMIO, XC3195 
Number Number Number Number 

B2 PWFi1m 013 vo A14 DONE-P<li A3 DO-OIN-VO 

04 TCLKIN-VO 814 M1-m:>ATA N13 07-VO N4 OOUT-VO 

83 vo C14 GND T14 XTL 1 (OUT)-BCLKIN·VO A2 CCLK 

C4 vo 815 MO-ATAIG P13 vo P3 vee 
84 vo 014 vee A13 vo N3 GND 
A4 vo C15 M2-VO T13 vo P2 AO-WS-VO 

05 vo E14 HDC-VO N12 vo M3 A1-CS2-VO 

C5 vo 816 vo P12 06-VO A1 vo 
85 vo 015 vo A12 vo N2 vo 
AS vo C16 vo T12 vo P1 A2·VO 

C6 vo 016 EDC-VO P11 vo N1 A3-VO 

06 vo F14 vo N11 vo L3 vo 
86 vo E15 vo A11 vo M2 vo 
A6 vo E16 vo T11 05-VO M1 A15-VO 

87 vo F15 vo A1D cso.vo L2 A4-VO 

C7 vo F16 vo P10 vo L1 vo 
07 vo G14 vo N10 vo K3 vo 
A7 vo G15 1/0 T1D vo K2 A14-VO 

A6 vo G16 vo T9 vo K1 A5-VO 

86 vo H16 vo A9 04-VO J1 vo 
C8 vo H15 INIT-VO P9 vo J2 vo 
08 GND H14 vee N9 vee J3 GND 
09 vee J14 GND N8 GND H3 vee 
C9 vo J15 vo P8 03-VO H2 A13-VO 

89 vo J16 vo A8 CSI-VO H1 A6-VO 

A9 vo K16 vo TB vo G1 vo 
AID vo K15 vo T7 vo G2 vo 
010 vo K14 vo N7 vo G3 vo 
C1D vo L16 vo P7 vo F1 vo 
810 vo L15 VO A7 02-VO F2 A12-VO 

A11 vo M16 vo T6 vo E1 A7-VO 

811 vo M15 vo AS vo E2 vo 
011 vo L14 vo N6 vo F3 vo 
C11 vo N16 vo P6 vo 01 A11-VO 

A12 vo P16 vo T5 vo C1 A6·VO 

812 vo N15 vo AS 01-VO 02 vo 
C12 vo A16 vo P5 AOV!90S'i'-~-VO 81 vo 
012 vo M14 vo N5 vo E3 A10-VO 

A13 vo P15 XTL2(1N)-VO T4 vo C2 A9-VO 

813 vo N14 GND A4 vo 03 vee 
C13 vo A15 RESET P4 vo C3 GND 
A14 vo P14 vee 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

Pins A2, A3, A15, A16, T1, T2, T3, T15 and T16 are not connected. Pin At does not exist. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Famlllea 

XC3090 176-Pin TQFP Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 

Pin 
Number Xe3090 

1 F'WROWfl 
2 TeLKIN-110 

3 110 
4 110 r-------

1/0 5 

__ ___§_ - ____ 1/() ---

---- __ 7 ____ __II() ----
8 1/0 

9 1/0 r--- -------·--
10 1/0 

11 1/0 

12 1/0 

13 110 
-~--~----- ------

---~--- - __ _II_() __ _ 
15 110 

-----;s--t---~11~0~--l 

17 110 

18 1/0 

19 1/0 

20 1/0 

21 1/0 

22 GND 

23 vee 

____ 2~-- -- _ ___1/() __ 
25 110 

---------·· ----------

r---2~6~-~--~_() ____ 
27 vo 
28 110 

29 1/0 

30 1/0 

31 1/0 

32 1/0 

-~-- _____ _II_() __ _ 
34 1/0 ------·---- -------
35 1/0 

------ -- ---------------
36 1/0 -
37 1/0 

38 1/0 

39 1/0 

40 1/0 r------· 
41 110 

42 110 

43 1/0 

44 

,-------,-----, 
Pin 

Number 

45 

46 

Xe3090 

Ml-RDATA 

GND 

47 MO-ATAIG 

__ 4_8 _________ yce -~ 
49 M2-I/O 

___ 50 _ ___ __!i_QC-110 __ 

__ §!__ - - -- __ 1/Q__ 

52 1/0 

______g_ ___ --- _I[()_ __ -
54 COC-110 

55 

56 1/0 

___E_7 -- - -- _110 ___ _ 
__5!1 _____ ____1/Q~ 
- __ §!! - _ ___1_/Q___-

60 1/0 

61 1/0 

62 110 

63 l/0 

64 110 

65 INif-110 

66 vee 

67 GND 

---~-f-----1/0 ___ -

---~-~ 1/0 
_____]Q__ __ 1/0 

71 1/0 

72 110 

73 1/0 

74 1/0 

75 1/0 

76 1/0 

__ n __ 1/Q_ 

I!-- - __ _ILO ___ _ 

-___ J'L --- _JlQ_ ______ _ 

-- ~ --- ___ __j/Q__ __ _ 
81 110 

~---4--~--~ 
83 

_____ I!L_ - ----~()_ -
- -~L__ J<I/\l,2{1Nl·lip __ 

-~-- GND 
87 ~ 

ee vee 

Pin Pin 
Number Xe3090 Number 

89 OONE-PG 133 

90 07-110 134 

91 XTAL1 OU'O..acLKIN-Kl 135 

92 1/0 136 

93 110 137 

----~ __ 1/() ___ _ r-- 138 __ 

- -~- -- _IIQ --- 1----139 
96 06-110 140 

97 l/0 141 ----- --------- ·-----
98 110 142 

99 110 143 

100 110 144 

__ l_Cl_!_ _____ _I!Q __ c------J-~--
____ 102 __ ~l/Q__ __ _____ 146 

103 ~-1/0 147 -- ----

104 1/0 148 

105 1/0 149 

106 1/0 150 

107 1/0 151 

108 04-110 152 

109 1/0 153 

110 vee 154 

111 GND 155 

112 03-110 156 

157 
--------_ __l_l_L_ - -~·1/0 ___ _ 

- _1_14 __ 1--__1/() __ 156 
115 1/0 159 
116 l/0 160 

117 110 161 
118 02-1/0 162 
119 110 163 
120 1/0 164 

__ 1_2_1 _____ 1/0 __ _____ 165 

--- _E_g___ - - __ I/O_ -- 166 
123 - ______ 1/Q_ __ _ ____ _l§L__ 

~---~- _____ _Ql·l/Q_ -- 168 
125 ADYII!US'i'-ACCR·I/0 169 
126 110 170 
127 vo 171 

128 -__ __li_Q___ 172 

129 -=110~--j 173 

__ 130 --1---_[>.()-0lN-110 __ 174 
131 OOUT-110 175 
132 CCLK 176 

Xe3090 
vee 

GND 

AO-WS-110 

Al-eS2·110 

-
___ _I!Q __ 

vo 
A2-IIO 

A3-IIO --
-
-

110 

______I!Q_ ___ 
A15·VO 

A4-IIO -----
vo 
vo 

A14-VO 

AS-110 

110 

110 

GND 

vee 

A13:i!Q__ 

r---~6-1/0 --
__j[Q__ 

1/0 

-
-
vo 
vo 

A12-IIO 

A7·110 

vo --
110 --
- ---

All-I/O 

AB-110 

l/0 

110 --
AlO-!lQ 

A9-I/O 

vee 

GND 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 
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~=XIUNX 
XC3090 208-Pin PQFP Pinouts 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100 and XC3100A families have identical pinouts 
--

Pin 
Number Xe3oeo 

1 -
2 GND 

3 PWROWfJ 
4 TCLKIN-110 

5 110 

6 110 

7 110 

8 110 

9 110 

r--__!_Q__ 110 -------
11 110 

12 vo 
13 110 

14 110 

15 -
16 110 

17 110 

16 110 

19 110 

20 110 

21 110 

22 110 

23 110 

24 110 

25 GND 
---

26 vee --
27 110 

~-- r---J!Q_ ____ 
29 110 --
30 110 

31 110 

32 110 

33 vo 
f-~--- 110 

---------~-~ 

35 110 -----r--------
36 110 

37 -
--~------- ---------- -

38 vo 
39 VO 

40 vo 
--

41 vo ··------- -------

42 vo 
43 110 

------- --- -- ---

44 110 

45 110 

46 110 

47 110 
~---- ---------

48 M 1 • ROJi.Tili 
49 GN~_ 

50 MO-RTRIG 

51 -
52 -

--- -~-------

Pin 
Number Xe3090 

53 

54 

55 vee 

56 M2-1/0 

57 HOC-110 

58 vo 
59 vo 
60 110 

61 115C-VO 

62 ___ If()___ 

63 110 

64 

---~-- -----=-----
66 

------------------- -
67 

~--- 110 
69 110 

70 110 

71 110 

72 

73 

74 110 

75 110 

76 110 

77 lffiT-110 

--------~!!_ _______ ___'l_eC __ 

79 GND 

r---8_0 ___ ____IIQ __ 

r--~!__ _______ _IIQ_ __ 
82 110 

83 

84 

85 vo 
___ _!!§__ __ __1/'Q_ ___ _ 

__ _!!?_______ _1/Q_~ 

88 110 

__ 8_!j___ - _IIQ __ 

r-~00~--r----~ 
91 

c--- 92 
93 _ _vo _______ _ 

c--94 110 

95 YQ_ 
96 110 

97 110 

~- 110 
99 110 

------- -----

100 XTL2-IIO 

103 

104 

--------

Pin 
Number 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

~-
121 

122 

123 

124 --------
125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

r--- 130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 
------------

r----_!<15_ ---
146 

--~--
148 

149 

150 

_151 

152 

--~- ---

154 

155 

156 

------ -------- -----·-

Pin 
Xe3090 Number Xe3090 

- 157 -
vee 158 -
OJI5 159 -
- 160 GND 

07-110 161 WS-A0-110 

XTL 1-BCLKIN-110 162 CS2-A1-IIO 

110 163 110 

110 164 110 

110 165 A2-IIO 

__ !f_Q_ 166 A3-IIO 
--

06-110 167 110 

110 168 1/0 

110 169 ---
110 170 

----- ---- --~~---

- 171 

110 172 A15-IIO 

110 173 A4-IIO 

05-110 174 110 

CS0-1/0 175 vo 
__!{() ___ ---

176 -
110 177 -
110 178 A14-IIO 

110 179 AS-110 

04-1/0 160 1/0 

110 181 110 

vee 182 GND 
----

GND 163 vee 

03-110 184 A13-IIO 
--

CST-110 185 A6-1/0 

VO 
-~ 

---~--vo 
vo 187 1/0 

vo 188 -
vo 189 -

02-110 

1/0 

100 vo 
r---~- vo 191 

----
vo 192 A12-IIO 

vo 193 A7-VO 
-- ------

- 194 -
1/0 195 -
1/0 196 -----------

---- ()1:119 --
197 1/0 

-------- ---------

RDYII!lJS'I-IIcrK-110 198 vo 
110 199 A11-VO 

-- ---- --·--- -----
1/0 200 A8-IIO 

110 201 1/0 

110 202 110 

OIN-00-110 203 A10-IIO 
-------~- -----------

OOUT-110 204 A9-I/O 

_ __ CCI.I<___ 

vee 

205 vee 
~06-

-------

-
- 207 -

f----
- 208 -

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

*In PQ208, XC3090 and XC3195 have different pinouts. 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

XC3195 PQ208 and PG223 Pinouts 

-- -------- --- -- - - --- ---- ----~ -~-- ,.....------~--

Pin Pin Pin Pin 

Deacrlptlon PG223 PQ208* De..:rtpllon PG223 PQ208* De..:rtptlon PG223 PQ208* Deacrlptlon PG223 PQ208* 

A9·110 81 206 00-0IN-1/0 U3 154 vo U18 102 vo 816 49 

A1o-IIO E3 20S vo V3 153 vo P15 101 vo A16 48 

vo E4 204 vo AS 152 1/0 T17 100 1/0 014 47 

vo C2 203 1/0 T4 1S1 1/0 T1B 99 1/0 C1S 48 

vo C1 202 vo V4 150 1/0 P16 96 1/0 815 45 

110 02 201 OVmos'i-ACi:K-K> U4 149 1/0 R17 97 1/0 A15 44 

A8·1/0 E2 200 01-110 us 148 1/0 N1S 96 1/0 C14 43 

A11-VO F4 199 vo R6 147 1/0 R16 9S 1/0 013 42 

vo F3 198 vo T5 146 1/0 P17 94 1/0 814 41 

vo 01 197 vo U6 14S vo N17 93 1/0 C13 40 

110 F2 196 vo T6 144 vo N16 92 1/0 813 39 

1/0 G2 194 110 V7 141 1/0 1.115 89 vo 812 38 

A7-VO G4 193 110 R7 140 vo 1.118 88 1/0 012 37 

A12·110 G1 192 1/0 U7 139 vo 1.117 87 110 A12 36 

110 H2 191 02-110 VB 138 1/0 L18 86 110 811 35 

1/0 H3 190 vo UB 137 vo L17 85 110 C11 34 

1/0 H1 189 vo T8 136 1/0 LIS 84 110 A11 33 

vo H4 188 110 RB 135 1/0 L16 B3 vo 011 32 

vo J3 187 110 V9 134 vo K16 82 vo A10 31 

110 J2 186 CSi-110 U9 ' 133 vo K17 81 1/0 810 30 

A6-l/0 J1 185 03-110 T9 132 1/0 K16 80 VO C10 29 

A13-VO K3 184 GND R9 131 GND K1S 79 vo C9 28 

vee J4 183 vee RIO 130 vee J15 76 vee 010 27 

GND K4 182 vo T10 129 I NIT J16 77 GND 09 28 

1/0 K2 181 04·110 U10 12B 1/0 J17 78 vo 89 25 

1/0 K1 180 1/0 V10 127 1/0 JIB 7S 1/0 A9 24 

AS-I/O l2 179 110 R11 126 vo H16 74 1/0 C8 23 

A14-VO L4 178 vo T11 125 110 HIS 73 1/0 08 22 

1/0 L3 177 110 U11 124 vo H17 72 VO B8 21 

1/0 L1 176 CSO-vo V11 123 1/0 H16 71 vo AB 20 

1/0 t.11 175 05-110 U12 122 vo G17 70 110 87 19 

1/0 t.12 174 vo R12 121 vo G18 69 110 A7 18 

A4·VO t.14 173 vo V12 120 vo G15 88 1/0 07 17 

A1S-110 N2 172 I 110 T13 119 110 F16 67 1/0 86 14 

1/0 N3 171 110 U13 11B vo F17 66 1/0 C6 13 

vo P2 169 1/0 T14 117 vo E17 63 vo B5 12 

110 R1 188 vo R13 116 110 C18 62 1/0 A4 11 

vo N4 167 vo U14 115 110 F15 61 1/0 08 10 

A3·VO T1 166 06-VO U15 114 1/0 017 60 vo cs 9 

A2-VO R2 16S 110 V15 113 ~-110 E16 59 1/0 B4 8 

1/0 P3 184 1/0 T15 112 1/0 C17 58 1/0 B3 7 

vo T2 163 1/0 R14 111 1/0 818 57 1/0 C4 6 

1/0 P4 162 
' I vo V16 110 110 E15 56 vo 05 s 

110 U1 161 I :W:TL 1jOlJnBCUUH'O U16 109 HOC-I/O A1B 55 110 C3 4 

A1·CS2·110 V1 160 07-1/0 T16 108 M2·1/0 A17 54 1/0 A3 3 

AO-WS-1/0 T3 1S9 0/P V17 107 vee 016 53 TCLKIN-1/0 A2 2 

GND R3 15B vee R15 106 MO-RTIG 817 52 I'Wl'iDN B2 1 

vee R4 157 RESET U17 105 GND 01S 51 GND 04 208 

CCLK U2 156 GND R16 104 M1/R15ATA C16 50 
---- ---- ·- ------- -

vee 03 207 -~ -----·-
OOUT-1/0 V2 ____t_:S __ j 

~-
,_){Tl2(1N)·V()_j V1B 103 

Unprogrammed lOBs have a default pull-up. This prevents an undefined pad level for unbonded or unused lOBs. Programmed 
outputs are default slew-rate limited. 

In the PQ208 package, pins 15, 16, 64, 65, 90, 91, 142, 143, 170 and 195 are not connected. 

'In PQ208, XC3090 and XC3195 have different pinouts. 
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XC3000 Component Availability 

I PINS 44 ~ _liB 84 JO 132 144 180 164 _1: 176 208 223 

TYPE PLAST. PLAST. PLAST. PLAST. CERAM PLAST. PLAST PLAST .;:~0 PLAST lc~':.," PLAST PLAST. .~~~0 PLAST. CERAM. PLAST. PLAST. CERAM. 

1'1.CC VOFP 1'1.CC 1'1.CC PGA POFP TOFP VQFP COFP PGA TQFP POFP COFP PGA PGA TOFP POFP PGA 

CODE PC4• V064 PC68 PC84 I PG84 IP0100 T0100 V01QQ CB100 PP132 IPG132 T0144 IP0160 CB164 PP175 PG175 T0176 P0208 I PG223 
XC3020 -ou :J''''f :·H ... >: ... . 'i' i' i··i i'i:'>' ': \'. 

-70 c Cl c .... Cl : """ .. :; 

c Cl Cl" 8 Cl ; .. c ... .:. •:: /i' ,.~,,,. .... 
-125 '.!tV c c c c ,., 

.•. ' Xt;;303U ::·: ·.; .. i " . ' '·· _;: Cl c Cl Cl" ' Cl c L 
Ct '~ Cl Cl Cl" Cl c :, li .. 

-125 c 1\.}: c c c c c . .. :, 1:•:,· .· .. 
XC3042 ... ... ... ··' ... ,;,.:, 

Jl' 
Cl CI"B Cl c :•' CMB c c .... ) ·.;.::. 
Cl CIMB Cl c ;;, c ... c c .... li.· !/\) •·+': ....... ::: 
c c_ __c_ c : f . c c ·'' •.: ·: /( ··% ,, ···:. :• 

II XC3064 .. ·: ,:: . ···r "' :: ·····:• 
Cl ... Cl CIM 

Cl ,. ~ .\•: . 2;:_ Cl CIM • .. :• .. ::< c : ·,·: ·.,:;. ki•')'L /+: ,,, 

::o. c ;, .. ;.:; . : c c ·:>C' c ' i\ ;.; . ..\.} .;. 1:·•·.: ,c.: 
XC3090 

:~~ '• . ;;:·, i•' . ... ;, ... .:lh 
c i . c I c '"' Cl c 1 .. 8 Cl 

::~ c d·i' ,:•: I' c I CIMI Cl c 1"9 c 
:•4 .:', ': :: •·; •:· i'•i: c i:'i 

X<;>U<UA _, Cl c Cl .·' 1.•"•''· 
-· c c c c ·i •, :· :: 

XC3030A -7 Cl c c Cl c Cl Cl :: : ··'"· ';;( '. ::r /' 
-6 c c c I C c c c ./. k<ii/:: 

XC3042A Cl Cl Cl Cl c Cl 
,,, 

-6 'i.i H:.<>t c c c c c c c ':: ·• •< . •.:J 
XC3064A 

:~ 
Cl ... :.:i Cl Cl c '"' :;;: c :.••· : c c ·, : .. :.');. 

XC3090A -7 'if::i:.; i( Cl : .. .· ii Cl :> c: Cl 

IIi 
c 

Xt;;302UL ::·· ... ::; : 'i'i: 
XC3030L ,, . :: :• ;.: 
XC3042L "''' i:h ,,. 
XC3064L ;:. c ' ;. r. :: .. ::; 
XC3090L '"'' :; .. , .'C 

.... ,, ::: .. :.; :•i ·····.i i.":: c L'1:L y 
c Cl ·,: ,:;: ·:·•::: :·. 

iM Cl Cl Cl Cl :i:' >T " '.·•· 1'9' .·.c·:· .!/ \L'' ·; 
XC3120A c Cl c Cl ~q ·.''i· ,,, ;• ·::o: IFTOII -2 Cl Cl C_l_ Cl .,, "' ;,;. I '" : ;,· ;, :'::::·•i Pi> 

-1 c C I c Cl ''h i" > P'· u:u ..:.l:. 

-· I Cl Cl c :y 
-4 Cl c C' Cl c Cl c 1•::}( :r: ''i'· :•n: "'· c:. 

XC3130A -3 Cl C I c Cl Cl 

Jli 
::- 'i·-:>: ;:"; ,,. 

-2 Cl C I Cl C I C_l_ Cl ;: '.:. ",f ( 
-1 c c c I c c c ·:> :: ·: ''".';;' 

-· . Cl c 1MB Cl c I"' ,,. . 
Cl c Cl c Cl c ... :. . ·'i 

XC3142A Cl c Cl Cl Cl C• !• •\':' :,! . i/, i:j:}f 

--"-' c Cl C I Cl c: 
-1 c c c c :y:,, c c c : ·· .. :' •.••:. .;: 

Cl Cl Cl Cl i:U. ·"'· Cl :.,:· Cl c Cl Cl :T 
XC3164A Cl !, Cl c C1 Cl i;•i;:,;: I'/,\ :,:,, .. li:,.::.· 

Cl :···· .lii:·. ·::· C1 I ::, ... I 
Cl 

XC3190A Cl I 

:~ 
,,., c I c 

c c ;:l;, 

~· '. I 
-4 ... ~· I 

XC3195A .'''£:. . : Cl 

.": Cl 
c 

C= . I=O"to+85"::; =Industrial= «J• to+ too• C M =Mil TellljJ = i5" to+ 125" C B = MIL-STD-883C Class B 
Parentheses indicate future product plans 
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XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Families 

For a detailed description of the device architecture, see pages 2-105 through 2-123. 

For a detailed description of the configuration modes and their timing, see pages 2-124 through 2-132. 

For detailed lists of package pin-outs, see pages 2-140 through 2-150. 

For package physical dimensions and thermal data, see Section 4. 

Ordering Information Example: XC3130A- 3 PC44C 

Device Type _____=:r-TILL_ Temperature Range 

Block Delay Number of Pins 

XC3000, XC3000A, XC3000L, XC3100, XC3100A 

The features of the original XC3000 family are described 
on the preceding pages. 

XC3100A is functionally identical with XC3000, but offers 
substantially faster performance. There is also an addi
tional high-end family member, the XC3195A. 

XC3000L uses a 3.3 V supply voltage and has lower 
power-down current. 

The XC3000A, XC3000L and XC3100A families all offer 
identical enhanced functionality. They are thus supersets 
of the XC3000 familiy. 

Additional routing resources provide improved perfor
mance and higher density. There is now a direct connec
tion from each CLB output to the data input of its nearest 
TBUF. This speeds up the path and preserves general 
routing resources that can be used for other purposes. 

The CLB clock enable and the TBUF output enable are 
now driven by two different vertical Longlines. In the 
XC3000/3100 devices, the CLB clock enable signal and 
the adjacent TBUF output enable signal can both be driven 
only from the same vertical Longline. That makes these 
two functions mutually exclusive, and thus creates place
ment constraints. Using separate Longlines for these two 
functions leads to improved density and performance, 
especially in bus-oriented applications. 

Bitstream error checking protects against erroneous 
configuration. 

Each Xilinx FPGA bitstream consists of a 40-bit preamble, 
followed by a device-specific number of data frames. The 
number of bits per frame is also device-specific; however, 
each frame ends with three stop bits (111) followed by a 
start bit for the next frame (0). 

All devices in all XC3000 families start reading in a new 
frame when they find the first 0 after the end of the previous 
frame. XC3000/XC3100 devices do not check for the 
correct stop bits, but XC3000A/XC3100A and XC3000L 
devices check that the last three bits of any frame are 
actually 111 . 

Under normal circumstances, all these FPGAs behave the 
same way; however, if the bitstream is corrupted, an 

Package Type 

XC3000/XC3100 device will always start a new frame as 
soon as it finds the first 0 after the end of the previous 
frame, even If the data is completely wrong or out-of-sync. 
Given sufficient zeros in the data stream, the device will 
also go Done, but with incorrect configuration and the 
possibility of internal contention. 

An XC3000A/XC3100A/XC3000L device starts any new 
frame only if the three preceding bits are all ones. If this 
check fails, it pulls I NIT Low and stops the internal configu
ration, although the Master CCLK keeps running. The user 
must then start a new configuration by applying a >6 Jl5 
Low level on RESET. 

This simple check does not protect against random bit 
errors, but it offers almost 1 00 percent protection against 
erroneous configuration files, defective configuration data 
sources, synchronization errors between configuration 
source and FPGA, or PC-board level defects, such as 
broken lines or solder-bridges. 

A separate modification slows down the RESET input 
before configuration by using a two-stage shift register 
driven from the internal clock. It tolerates submicrosecond 
High spikes on RESET before configuration. The XC3000 
master can be connected like an XC4000 master, but with 
its RESET input used instead of JNTT. (On XC3000, TNIT is 
output only). 

Soft start-up. After configuration, the outputs of all LCA 
device in a daisy-chain become active simultaneously, as 
a result of the same CCLK edge. In the original XC3000/ 
31 00 devices, each output becomes active in either fast or 
slew-rate limited mode, depending on the way it is config
ured. This can lead to large ground-bounce signals. In the 
new XC3000A/XC3000LIXC31 OOOA devices, all outputs 
become active first in slew-rate limited mode, reducing the 
ground bounce. After this soft start-up, each individual 
output slew rate is again controlled by the respective 
configuration bit. 
The XC3000, XC3000L, ZC31 OOA are fully supported by 
the XACT Version 5.0, or later, development system. 
XACT 5.0 provides many advanced features not available 
with the XC3000 software such as timing-driven place and 
route (XACT-Performance™)and the X-BLOX™ module 
generator. 
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Features 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
All new designs should use XC3000A. 
Information on XC3000 Is presented hera 
as a reference lor existing designs. 
XC3000 bltstreams ara upward compatible 
to XC3000A without modification. 

• Industry-leading FPGA family with five device types 

- Logic densities from 1 ,000 to 6,000 gates 

- Up to 144 user-definable 1/0s 

• Guaranteed 70- to 125-MHz toggle rates, 9 to 5.5 ns 
logic delays 

• Advanced CMOS static memory technology 

- Low quiescent and active power consumption 

• XC3000-specific features 

- Ultra-low current option in Power-Down mode 

- 4-mA output sink and source current 

- Broad range of package options includes plastic and 
ceramic quad flat packs, plastic leaded chip carriers 
and pin grid arrays 

- 100% bitstream compatible with the XC31 00 family 

- Commercial, industrial, military, "high rei", and MIL-
STD-883 Class B grade devices 

- Easy migration to XC3300 series of HardWire mask
programmed devices for high-volume production 

User 1/0s 
Device CLBs Array Max 

XC3020 64 8x8 64 
XC3030 100 10 X 10 80 
XC3042 144 12 X 12 96 
XC3064 224 16 X 14 120 
XC3090 320 16 X 20 144 

XC3000 
Logic Cell Array Family 

Product Specification 

Description 

XC3000 is the original family of devices in the XC3000 
class of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) architec
tures. The XC3000 family has a proven track record in 
addressing a wide range of design applications, including 
general logic replacement and sub-systems integration. II 
For a thorough description of the XC3000 architecture see 
the preceding pages of this data book. 

The XC3000 Family covers a range of nominal device 
densities from 2,000 to 9,000 gates, practically achievable 
densities from 1,000 to 6,000 gates. Device speeds, 
described in terms of maximum guaranteed toggle fre
quencies, range from 70 to 125 MHz. The performance of 
a completed design depends upon placement and routing 
implementation, so, like with any gate array, the final 
verification of device utilization and performance can only 
be known after the design has been placed and routed. 

Horizontal Configuration 
Flip-Flops Long lines Data Bits 

256 16 14,779 
360 20 22,176 
480 24 30,784 
688 32 46,064 
928 40 64,160 

II 
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XC3000 Logic Cell Array Family 

Xilinx maintains test specifications for each product as controlled documents. To Insure the use of the most recently 
released device performance parameters, please request a copy of the current test-specification revision. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Symbol Description Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND -0.5 to +7.0 v 

VIN Input voltage with respect to GND -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

Vrs Voltage applied to 3-state output -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

TsTG Storage temperature (ambient) -65 to +150 oc 

TsoL Maximum soldering temperature (10 s@ 1/16 in.) +260 oc 

Junction temperature plastic +125 oc 
TJ 

Junction temperature ceramic +150 oc 

Note: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. 
These are stress ratings only, and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond 
those listed under Recommended Operating Conditions is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum 
Ratings conditions for extended periods of time may affect device reliability. 

Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND Commercial ooc to +85°C junction 4.75 5.25 v 

Supply voltage relative to GND Industrial -40°C to + 1 oooc junction 4.5 5.5 v 

VIHT High-level input voltage - TTL configuration 2.0 Vee v 

VILT Low-level input voltage -TTL configuration 0 0.8 v 

VIHC High-level input voltage - CMOS configuration 70% 100% Vee 

VILC Low-level input voltage - CMOS configuration 0 20% Vee 

TIN Input signal transition time 250 ns 
.. 

At JUnction temperatures above those listed as Operating Cond1t1ons, all delay parameters Increase by 0.3% per °C . 
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DC Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -4.0 rnA, Vee min) 3.86 
Commercial 

VoL Low-level output voltage(@ loL = 4.0 rnA, Vee min) 0.40 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -4.0 rnA, Vee min) 3.76 
Industrial 

VoL Low-level output voltage (@ loL = 4.0 rnA, V cc min) 0.40 

VccPo Power-down supply voltage (PWRDWN must be Low) 2.30 

Icc Po Power-down supply current (V CC(MAX) @ T MAx) 1 XC3020 50 

XC3030 80 

XC3042 120 

XC3064 170 

XC3090 250 

I ceo Quiescent LCA supply current in addition to lccPo 2 

Chip thresholds programmed as CMOS levels 500 

Chip thresholds programmed as TTL levels 10 

IlL Input Leakage Current -10 +10 

CIN Input capacitance, all packages except PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 10 
XTL 1 and XTL2 15 

Input capacitance, PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 15 
XTL 1 and XTL2 20 

IRIN Pad pull-up (when selected) @ V1N = 0 V (sample tested) 0.02 0.17 

IRLL Horizontal Longline pull-up (when selected) @ logic Low 3.4 

Note: 1. Devices with much lower lccPo tested and guaranteed at Vee= 3.2 V, T = 25°C can be ordered with a 
Special Product Code. 

XC3020 SPC01 07: lccPo = 1 ~ 
XC3030 SPC0107: lccpo = 2 ~ 
XC3042 SPC0107: lccpo = 3 ~ 
XC3064 SPC01 07: I cepe= 4 ~ 
XC3090 SPC01 07: lcepo= 5 ~ 

Units 

v 

v 

v 

v 

v 

llA 
llA 
llA 
llA 
llA 

llA 

rnA 

llA 

pF 
pF 

pF 
pF 

rnA 

rnA 

2. With no output current loads, no active input or Longline pull-up resistors, all package pins at Vee or GND, 
and the LCA configured with a MakeBits tie option. 
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XC3000 Logic Cell Array Family 

CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

CLB Output (X, Y) 3 
(Comblnalorial) '------------

------.~0)'w 
~~ ·- J (A.B,C,D,E) ----~ ------

0riCK • • 0rcKJ lr----"------,, 
CLBCiock 

CLB Input 

(Direct In) -------' ''---::o=::-----+---;:oc::-----''~----

CLB Input 

(Enable Clock) ------'''--------+---=-___J' '-------

CLB Output 
(Flip-Flop)---------------------' ..___ __ _ 

CLBinput } } 
(Reset Dlrecl) ------~ @rRPW .______ 

0TR10- f 
CLBOutput I 

(Flip-Flop) ---------....U...-----------' X5388 

Buffer (Internal) Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

Speed Grade -70 -100 -125 Units 

Description Symbol Max Max Max 

Global and Alternate Clock Distribution* 
Either: Normal lOB input pad through clock buffer 

to any CLB or lOB clock input TPID 8.0 7.5 7.0 ns 
Or: Fast (CMOS only) input pad through clock 

buffer to any CLB or lOB clock input TPIDC 6.5 6.0 5.7 ns 

TBUF driving a Horizontal Longline (L.L.)* 
I to L.L. while Tis Low (buffer active) T1o 5.0 4.7 4.5 ns 
T .J.. to L.L. active and valid with single pull-up resistor TON 11.0 10.0 9.0 ns 
T .J.. to L.L. active and valid with pair of pull-up resistors ToN 12.0 11.0 10.0 ns 
Ti to L.L. High with single pull-up resistor Tpus 24.0 22.0 17.0 ns 
Ti to L.L. High with pair of pull-up resistors TPuF 17.0 15.0 12.0 ns 

BIOI 
Bidirectional buffer delay TBIDI 2.0 1.8 1.7 ns 

• Timing is based on the XC3042, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 
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CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -70 -100 -125 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

Combinatorial Delay 
Logic Variables A, B, C, D, E, to outputs X or Y 1 TILO 9.0 7.0 5.5 ns 

Sequential delay 
Clock k to outputs X or Y 8 TcKo 6.0 5.0 4.5 ns 
Clock k to outputs X or Y when Q is retumed 

through function generators F or G to drive X or Y Tow 13.0 10.0 8.0 ns 

Set-up time before clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 2 TICK 8.0 7.0 5.5 ns 
Data In Dl 4 To1CK 5.0 4.0 3.0 ns 
Enable Clock EC 6 TECCK 7.0 5.0 4.5 ns 
Reset Direct inactive AD 1.0 1.0 1.0 ns 

Hold Time after clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 3 Tc1<1 0 0 0 ns 
Data In Dl 5 TcKDI 4.0 2.0 1.5 ns 
Enable Clock EC 7 TcKEC 0 0 0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TcH 5.0 4.0 3.0 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TeL 5.0 4.0 3.0 ns 
Max flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 70 100 125 MHz 

Reset Direct (AD) 
AD width 13 TRPW 8.0 7.0 6.0 ns 
delay from rd to outputs X or Y 9 TRIO 8.0 7.0 6.0 ns 

Global Reset (RESET Pad)* 
RESET width (Low) TMRW 25.0 21.0 20.0 ns 
delay from RESET pad to outputs X or Y TMRO 23.0 19.0 17.0 ns 

*Timing is based on the XC3042, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 

Note: The CLB K to Q output delay (T CKO· #8) of any CLB, plus the shortest possible interconnect delay, is always longer than 
the Data In hold time requirement (T CKDI• #5) of any CLB on the same die. 
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XC3000 Logic Cell Array Family 

lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

1/0 Block (I) 

1/0 Pad Input 

VO Clock (IK/OK) 

110 Block (RI) 

110 Block (0) 

110 Pad Output 
(D,ect) 

110 Pad Output 
(Registered) 

110 Pad TS 

110 Pad Output 

--:::=::0-=--TPID --~~-+-f-------. 
··--------------~X~-------CDT _, 

PICK ______... 

_, ~ ' @TtoL @TtoH-
'----

X 
-0 TIKRI ..:1· - @ 

...,..___@ TOOK ______..... -® TOKo..::j - @TRPO-

X 
@Top- .1-

1 
- -0 ToKPO ______ f'-----_ 

J---~--0-Trs-ON--~®-TrsH-,j ~-
--------~< r--1---------------...J X5425 

DIRECT IN ---'-----1-------, 

REGISTERED IN --
0-----+------j 

n- PROGRAM 
CONTROllED 
MULTIPLEXER 

OK 

0 : PROGRAMMABLE INTERCONNECTION POINT or PIP 
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lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -70 -100 -125 Units 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max 

Propagation Delays (Input) 
Pad to Direct In (I) 3 TPID 6 4 3 ns 
Pad to Registered In (Q) with latch transparent TpTG 21 17 16 ns 
Clock (IK) to Registered In (Q) 4 TIKRI 5.5 4 3 ns 

Set-up Time (Input) 
Pad to Clock (IK) set-up time 1 TPICK 20 17 16 ns 

Propagation Delays (Output) 
Clock (OK) to Pad (fast) 7 ToKPo 13 10 9 ns 
same (slew rate limited) 7 ToKPO 33 27 24 ns 
Output (0) to Pad (fast) 10 ToPF 9 6 5 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 10 Tops 29 23 20 ns 
3-state to Pad begin hi-Z (fast) 9 TrsHz 8 8 7 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 9 TrsHz 28 25 24 ns 
3-state to Pad active and valid (fast) 8 TrsoN 14 12 11 ns 
same (slew -rate limited) 8 TrsoN 34 29 27 ns 

Set-up and Hold Times (Output) 
Output (0) to clock (OK) set-up time 5 TooK 10 9 8 ns 
Output (0) to clock (OK) hold time 6 ToKo 0 0 0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 T10H 5 4 3 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TIOL 5 4 3 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 70 100 125 MHz 

Global Reset Delays (based on XC3042) 
RESET Pad to Registered In (Q) 13 TRRI 25 24 23 ns 
RESET Pad to output pad (fast) 15 TRPO 35 33 29 ns 

(slew-rate limited) 15 TRPO 53 45 42 ns 

Notes: 1. Timing is measured at pin threshold, with 50 pF external capacitive loads (incl. test fixture). For larger capacitive loads, 
see XAPP 024. Typical slew rate limited output rise/fall times are approximately four times longer. 

2. Voltage levels of unused (bonded and unbonded) pads must be valid logic levels. Each can be configured with the 
internal pull-up resistor or alternatively configured as a driven output or driven from an external source. 

3. Input pad setup time and hold times are specified with respect to the internal clock (IK). To calculate system setup time, 
subtract clock delay (clock pad to IK) from the specified input pad setup time value, but the subtracted value cannot be 
less than zero (i.e., negative hold time). Negative hold time means that the delay in the input data is adequate for the 
external system hold time to be zero, provided the input clock uses the Global signal distribution from pad to IK . 
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XC3000 Logic Cell Array Family 

For a detailed description of the device architecture, see pages 2-105 through 2-123. 

For a detailed description of the configuration modes and their timing, see pages 2-124 through 2-132. 

For detailed lists of package pin-outs, see pages 2-140 through 2-150. 

For package physical dimensions and thermal data, see Section 4. 

Ordering Information 
Example: XC3030-70PC44C 

""""' T,,,. J c TompomMo """" 

Toggle Rate Number of Pins 

Package Type 

Component Availability 

PINS 44 64 68 84 100 132 144 160 164 175 

TOP· TOP· 
TYPE PlAST. PLAST. PL.AST. PLAST. CERAM. Pl.AST. PlAST. Pl.AST. BRAZED PL.AST. CERAM. PlAST. Pl.AST. BRAZED PlAST. CERAM 

PLCC VOFP PLCC PLCC PGA PQfP TQfP YQfP CQfP PGA PGA TQfP POfP CQFP PGA PGA 

CODE 

XC3020 

XC3030 

XC3042 

XC3064 

XC3090 
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Features 

• Enhanced, high performance FPGA family with five 
device types 
- Improved redesign of the basic XC3000 LCA 

Family 
- Logic densities from 1,000 to 6,000 gates 
- Up to 144 user-definable 1/0s 

• Superset of the industry-leading XC3000 family 
- Identical to the basic XC3000 in structure, pin out, 

design methodology, and software tools 
- 100% compatible with all XC3000, XC3000L, 

and XC3100 bitstreams 
- Improved routing and additional features 

• Additional programmable interconnection points 
(PIPs) 
- Improved access to longlines and CLB clock 

enable inputs 
- Most efficient XC3000-class solution to bus-ori

ented designs 

• Advanced 0.8 I! CMOS static memory technology 
- Low quiescent and active power consumption 

• Performance specified by logic delays, faster than 
corresponding XC3000 versions 

• XC3000A-specific features 
- 4 mA output sink and source current 
- Error checking of the configuration bitstream 
- Soft startup starts all outputs in slew-limited mode 

upon power-up 
- Easy migration to the XC3400 series of HardWire 

mask programmed devices for high-volume 
production. 

XC3000A 
Logic Cell Array Family 

Product Specifications 

Description 

The XC3000A family offers the following enhancements 
over the popular XC3000 family: 

The XC3000A family has additional interconnect resources 
to drive the 1-inputs of TBUFs driving horizontal Longlines. 
The CLB Clock Enable input can be driven from a second 
vertical Longline. These two additions result in more II 
efficient and faster designs when horizontal Longlines are 
used for data bussing. 

During configuration, the XC3000A devices check the 
bitstream format for stop bits in the appropriate positions. 
Any error terminates the configuration and pulls IN IT Low. 

When the configuration process is finished and the device 
starts up in user mode, the first activation of the outputs is 
automatically slew-rate limited . This feature, called Soft 
Startup, avoids the potential ground bounce when all 
outputs are turned on simultaneously. After start-up, the 
slew rate of the individual outputs is, as in the XC3000 
family, determined by the individual configuration option. 

The XC3000A family is a superset of the XC3000 family. 
Any bitstream used to configure an XC3000 or XC3100 
device configures an XC3000A device exactly the same 
way. 

Ill 
UserVOs Horizontal Conflgurable 

Device CLBs Array Max Flip-Flops Long lines Data Bits 

XC3020A 64 8x8 64 256 16 14,779 
XC3030A 100 10x 10 80 360 20 22,176 
XC3042A 144 12 X 12 96 480 24 30,784 
XC3064A 224 16 X 14 120 688 32 46,064 
XC3090A 320 16 X 20 144 928 40 64,160 
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XC3000A Logic Cell Array Family 

Xilinx maintains test specifications for each product as controlled documents. To insure the use of the most recently 
released device performance parameters, please request a copy of the current test-specification revision. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Symbol Description Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND -0.5 to +7.0 v 

VIN Input voltage with respect to GND -Q.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

VTs Voltage applied to 3-state output -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

TsTG Storage temperature (ambient) -65 to +150 oc 

TsoL Maximum soldering temperature (10 s@ 1/16 in.) +260 oc 

Junction temperature plastic +125 oc 
TJ 

Junction temperature ceramic +150 oc 

Note: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. 
These are stress ratings only, and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond 
those listed under Recommended Operating Conditions is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum 
Ratings conditions for extended periods of time may affect device reliability. 

Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND Commercial ooc to +85°C junction 4.75 5.25 v 

Supply voltage relative to GND lndustriai-40°C to +100°C junction 4.5 5.5 v 

VIHT High-level input voltage - TTL configuration 2.0 Vee v 

VILT Low-level input voltage - TTL configuration 0 0.8 v 

VIHC High-level input voltage - CMOS configuration 70% 100% Vee 

VILC Low-level input voltage - CMOS configuration 0 20% Vee 

TIN Input signal transition time 250 ns 
.. At JUnctiOn temperatures above those listed as Operatmg Condat1ons, all delay parameters mcrease by 0.3% per •c. 
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DC Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -4.0 rnA, Vee min) 3.86 v 
Commercial 

VoL Low-level output voltage(@ loL = 4.0 rnA, Vee min) 0.40 v 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -4.0 rnA, Vee min) 3.76 v 
Industrial 

VoL Low-level output voltage (@ loL = 4.0 rnA, V cc min) 0.40 v 

VccPo Power-down supply voltage (PWRDWN must be Low) 2.30 v 

Ice Po Power-down supply current (VcqMAX) @ T MAx) 50 ~ 

leeo Quiescent LCA supply current in addition to leePo 
.. 

Chip thresholds programmed as CMOS levels 500 ~ 

Chip thresholds programmed as TTL levels 10 rnA 

I1L Input Leakage Current -10 +10 ~ 

CIN Input capacitance, all packages except PGA175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 10 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 

Input capacitance, PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 20 pF 

IRIN Pad pull-up (when selected) @ V1N = 0 V (sample tested) 0.02 0.17 rnA 

IRLL Horizontal Longline pull-up (when selected) @ logic Low 3.4 rnA 

* With no output current loads, no active input or Longline pull-up resistors, all package pins at Vee or GND, and the 
LCA device configured with a MakeBits tie option. 
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XC3000A Logic Cell Array Family 

CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

CLB Output (X. Y) 
(Combinatonal) 

CLB Input (A,B,C,D,E) 

CLB Clock 

CLB Input 
(D~rectln) 

0 TtcK-- -0 TcKI-

@TeL -@TcH 

......,_____ 0 T DICK------+ - ® T CKDI ------:-1 

X 
.1-@TECCK--0 TcKEC_j 

l' CLB Input 
(Enable Clock) I 

' '-----

CLB Output 
(Flip-Flop) 

f.---@ TcKo---------J*I....---
CLB Input 

(Reset Direct) 

CLB Output 
(Flip-Flop) 

!~@·~J 
®··· 1 ~ 

----------~3 __________ ~1 
Buffer (Internal) Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

Speed Grade -7 -6 

Description Symbol Max Max 

Global and Alternate Clock Distribution• 
Either: Normal lOB input pad through clock buffer 

to any CLB or lOB clock input TPID 7.5 7.0 
Or: Fast (CMOS only) input pad through clock 

buffer to any CLB or lOB clock input TPIDC 6.0 5.7 

TBUF driving a Horizontal Longline (L.L.)* 
I to L.L. while Tis Low (buffer active) Tlo 4.5 4.0 
T J. to L.L. active and valid with single pull-up resistor ToN 9.0 8.0 
T J. to L.L. active and valid with pair of pull-up resistors ToN 11.0 10.0 
Ti to L.L. High with single pull-up resistor Tpus 16.0 14.0 
Ti to L.L. High with pair of pull-up resistors TpuF 10.0 8.0 

BID I 
Bidirectional buffer delay Ts101 1.7 1.5 

• Timing is based on the XC3042A, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 
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CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 
Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many intemal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
panems. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -7 -6 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Units 

Combinatorial Delay 
Logic Variables A, B, C, D, E, to outputs X or Y 

FG Mode 1 TILO 5.1 4.1 ns 
F and FGM Mode 5.6 4.6 ns 

Sequential delay 
Clock k to outputs X or Y 8 TcKo 4.5 4.0 ns 
Clock k to outputs X or Y when a is returned 

through function generators F or G to drive X or Y 
FG Mode ToLO 9.5 8.0 ns 
F and FGM Mode 10.0 8.5 ns 

Set-up time before clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 

FG Mode 2 T1cK 4.5 3.5 ns 
F and FGM Mode 5.0 4.0 ns 

Data In Dl 4 To1cK 4.0 3.0 ns 
Enable Clock EC 6 TECCK 4.5 4.0 ns 

Hold Time after clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 3 TcKI 0 0 ns 
Data In Dl 5 TcKDI 1.0 1.0 ns 
Enable Clock EC 7 TcKEc 2.0 2.0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TcH 4.0 3.5 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TeL 4.0 3.5 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 113.0 135.0 MHz 

Reset Direct (RD) 
AD width 13 TRPW 6.0 5.0 ns 
delay from RD to outputs X or Y 9 TRIO 6.0 5.0 ns 

Global Reset (RESET Pad)' 
R-E:SE"r width (Low) TMRW 16.0 14.0 ns 
delay from RESEt pad to outputs X or Y TMRO 19.0 17.0 ns 

'Timing is based on the XC3042A, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 

Notes: The CLB K to Q output delay (TcKo. #8) of any CLB, plus the shortest possible interconnect delay, is always longer than 
the Data In hold time requirement (T CKOio #5) of any CLB on the same die. 
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XC3000A Logic Cell Array Family 

lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

VO Block (I) 

VO Pad Input 

1/0 Clock (IK/OK) 

VO Block (RI) 

1/0 Block (0) 

110 Pad Oulpul 
(Direct) 

110 Pad Output 
(Registered) 

1/0 PadTS 

110 Pad Output 

~0-TPID--~~--+--f-------.. 
··--------------~X~-------cvr -t PICK ______.,.. 

@Top-

n- PROGRAM 
CONTROLLED 
MUL TIPLEXEA 

@TtoL @riO+i_ ~ 

-@TtKRIJ -r-@ 

r-@rooK- -® ToKO..:::j ...,.@TRPO.,._ 

f 
- -0 TOKPO 

Vee 

0 ,.. PROGRAMMABLE INTERCONNECTION POINT or PIP 
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lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many Internal timing parameters cannot be measured direcUy, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing Information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -7 -6 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Units 

Propagation Delays (Input) 
Pad to Direct In (I) 3 TPID 4.0 3.0 ns 
Pad to Registered In (Q) with latch transparent TPTG 15.0 14.0 ns 
Clock (IK) to Registered In (Q) 4 TIKRI 3.0 2.5 ns 

Set-up Time (Input) 
Pad to Clock (IK) set-up time 1 TPICK 14.0 12.0 ns 

Propagation Delays (Output) 
Clock (OK) to Pad (fast) 7 TOKPO 8.0 7.0 ns 
same (slew rate limited) 7 TOKPO 18.0 15.0 ns 
Output (0) to Pad (fast) 10 ToPF 6.0 5.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 10 TOPs 16.0 13.0 ns 
3-state to Pad begin hi-Z (fast) 9 TrSHZ 10.0 9.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 9 TrsHZ 20.0 12.0 ns 
3-state to Pad active and valid (fast) 8 TrSON 11.0 10.0 ns 
same (slew -rate limited) 8 TrsoN 21.0 18.0 ns 

Set-up and Hold Times (Output) 
Output (0) to clock (OK) set-up time 5 TooK 8.0 7.0 ns 
Output (0) to clock (OK) hold time 6 TOKo 0 0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TIOH 4.0 3.5 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TIOL 4.0 3.5 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 113.0 135.0 MHz 

Global Reset Delays (based on XC3042A) 
RESET Pad to Registered In (Q) 13 TRRI 24.0 23.0 ns 
RESETPad to output pad (fast) 15 TRPO 33.0 29.0 ns 

(slew-rate limited) 15 TRPO 43.0 37.0 ns 

Notes: 1. Timing is measured at pin threshold, with 50 pF external capacitive loads (incl. test fixture). For larger capacitive loads, 
see page XAPP024. Typical slew rate limited output rise/fall times are approximately four times longer. 

2. Voltage levels of unused (bonded and unbonded) pads must be valid logic levels. Each can be configured with the 
internal pull-up resistor or alternatively configured as a driven output or driven from an external source. 

3. Input pad set-up time is specified with respect to the internal clock (IK). In order to calculate system set-up time, subtract 
clock delay (pad to IK) from the input pad set-up time value. Input pad holdtime with respect to the internal clock (IK) is 
negative. This means that pad level changes immediately before the internal clock edge (IK) will not be recognized. 

4. r.,0 , T PTG• and T""'" are 3 ns higher for XTL2 when the pin is configured as a user input. 
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XC3000A Logic Cell Array Family 

For a detailed description of the device architecture, see pages 2-105 through 2-123. 

For a detailed description of the configuration modes and their timing, see pages 2-124 through 2-132. 

For detailed lists of package pin-outs, see pages 2-140 through 2-150. 

For package physical dimensions and thermal data, see Section 4. 

Ordering Information 

Example: XC3020A-6PC84C 

o~;" Typo ===::=J CT.,.,...,,.,.,,. 
Block Delay Number of Pins 

Package Type 

Component Availability 
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Features 

• Part of the ZERO+ family of 3.3 V FPGAs 

• Low supply voltage FPGA family with five device 
types 
- JEDEC-compliant 3.3 V version of theXC3000A 

LCA Family 
- Logic densities from 1 ,000 to 6,000 gates 
- Up to 144 user-definable 1/0s 

• Advanced, low power 0.8 f.L CMOS static memory 
technology 
- Very low quiescent current consumption, :::; 20(.LA 
- Operating power consumption 56% less than 

XC3000A, 66% less than previous generation 5 V 
FPGAs 

• Superset of the industry-leading XC3000 family 
- Identical to the basic XC3000 in structure, pinout, 

design methodology, and software tools 
- 100% compatible with all XC3000, XC3000A, 

XC3100 and XC3100A bitstreams 
- Improved routing and additional features 

• Additional programmable interconnection points 
(PIPs) 
- Improved access to Longlines and CLB clock 

enable inputs 
- Most efficient XC3000-class solution to bus-oriented 

designs 

• XC3000L-specific features 
- Guaranteed over the 3.0 to 3.6 V Vee range 
- 4 rnA output sink and source current 
- Error checking of the configuration bitstream 
- Soft startup starts all outputs in slew-limited mode 

upon power-up 
- Easy migration to the XC3400 series of HardWire 

mask programmed devices for high-volume 
production 

XC3000L Low Voltage 
Logic Cell Array Family 

Product Specifications 

Description 

The XC3000L family of FPGAs is optimized for operation 
from a nominally 3.3 V supply. Aside from the electrical and 
timing parameters listed in this data sheet, the XC3000L 
family is in all respects identical with the XC3000A family, 
and is a superset of the XC3000 family. 

The operating power consumption of Xilinx FPGAs is II 
almost exclusively dynamic, and it changes with the square 
of the supply voltage. For a given complexity and clock 
speed, the XC3000L consumes, therefore, only 44% ofthe 
power used by the equivalent XC3000A device. In accor-
dance with its use in battery-powered equipment, the 
XC3000L family was designed for the lowest possible 
power-down and quiescent current consumption. 

In mixed supply-voltage systems, the XC3000L, fed by a 
3.3 V (nominal) supply, can directly drive any device with 
TTL-like input thresholds. When a 5 V device drives the 
XC3000L, a current-limiting resistor (1 kn) or a voltage 
divider is required to prevent excessive input current. 

Like the XC3000A family, XC3000L offers the following 
functional improvements over the popular XC3000 family: 

The XC3000L family has additional interconnect resources 
to drive the 1-inputs ofTBUFs driving horizontal Longlines. 
The CLB Clock Enable input can be driven from a second 
vertical Longline. These two additions result in more 
efficient and faster designs when horizontal Long lines are 
used for data bussing. 

During configuration, the XC3000L devices check the 
bitstream format for stop bits in the appropriate positions. 
Any error terminates the configuration and pulls I NIT Low. 

When the configuration process is finished and the device 
starts up in user mode, the first activation of the outputs is 
automatically slew-rate limited. This feature, called Soft 
Startup, avoids the potential ground bounce when all 
outputs are turned on simultaneously. After start-up, the 

11 slew rate of the individual outputs is, as in the XC3000 
family, determined by the individual configuration option. 

The XC3000L family is a superset of the XC3000 family. 
Any bitstream used to configure an XC3000 device config-
ures an XC3000L device the same way. 

UseriiOs Horizontal Conflgurable 
Device CLBs Array Max Flip-Flops Long lines Data Bits 

XC3020L 64 8x8 64 256 16 14,779 
XC3030L 100 lOx 10 80 360 20 22,176 
XC3042L 144 12 X 12 96 480 24 30,784 
XC3064L 224 16 X 14 120 688 32 46,064 
XC3090L 320 16 X 20 144 928 40 64,160 
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XC3000L Logic Cell Array Family 

Xilinx maintains test specifications for each product as controlled documents. To Insure the use of the most recently 
released device performance parameters, please request a copy of the current test-specification revision. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Symbol Description Units 

vee Supply voltage relative to GND -0.5 to +7.0 v 

VtN Input voltage with respect to GND -0.5 to V cc +0.5 v 

Vrs Voltage applied to 3-state output -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

Tsra Storage temperature (ambient) -65 to +150 oc 

TsoL Maximum soldering temperature (10 s@ 1/16 in.) +260 oc 

Junction temperature plastic +125 oc 
TJ 

Junction temperature ceramic +150 oc 

Note: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. 
These are stress ratings only, and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond 
those listed under Recommended Operating Conditions is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum 
Ratings conditions for extended periods of time may affect device reliability. 

Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND Commercial ooc to +85°C junction 3.0 3.6 v 

VtH High-level input voltage 2.0 Vcc+0.3 v 

VtL Low-level input voltage -0.3 0.8 v 

TtN Input signal transition time 250 ns 
.. 

At Junctton temperatures above those listed as Operattng Condtltons, all delay parameters tncrease by 0.3% per °C . 

Although the present (1994) devices operate over the full supply voltage range from 3.0 to 5.25 V, Xilinx reserves the 
right to restrict operation to the 3.0 to 3.6 V range later, when smaller device geometries might preclude operation at 5 V. 
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DC Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

VoH High-level output voltage (@ ioH = -4.0 mA, V cc min) 2.40 v 

VoL Low-level output voltage(@ ioL = 4.0 mA, Vee min) 0.40 v 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ -100 ~.Vee min) Vee -0.2 v 

VoL Low-level output voltage (@ 100 ~. V cc min) 0.2 v 

Vee Po Power-down supply voltage (PWRDWN must be Low) 2.30 v 
------1-------

lccPo Power-down supply current (Vcc(MAX)@ T MAX) 10 ~ 

I ceo Quiescent LCA supply current* 
Chip thresholds programmed as CMOS levels 20 ~ 

I,L input Leakage Current, ali 1/0 pins in parallel -10 +10 ~ 
-----

c,N input capacitance, ali packages except PGA175 
(sample tested) 
Ail Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 10 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 

input capacitance, PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
Ail Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 20 pF 

JAIN Pad pull-up (when selected) @ v,N = 0 v (sample tested) 0.02 0.17 mA 

I ALL Horizontal Longiine pull-up (when selected) @ logic Low 2.50 mA 

• With no output current loads, no active input or Longline pull-up resistors, all package pins at Vee or GND, and the 
LCA device configured with a MakeBits tie option. lcco is in addition to lccp0 • 
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XC3000L Logic Cell Array Family 

CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

CLB Output (X, Y) 
(Combinatorial) 

CLB Input (A,B,C,O,E) 1-@TicK--@TcKI-

CLB Clock 

CLB Input 
(Oireclln) 

CLB Input 
(Enable Clock) 

@TeL 

.1~0 ToiCK______.. 

l 
'I-:---® T ECCK-

I 

-@TcH 
i\---

-0 T CKDI -------:-1 
X 

-0 TcKEC_:j 

I 
CLB Output 

(Flip-Flop) 

!-+----® TcKO-

----------~~.....____ 
CLB Input 

(Reset Direct) 

G) TRIO -f+--~ 
CLB Output 

(Flip-Flop) 

Buffer (Internal) Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

Speed Grade 

Description Symbol 

Global and Alternate Clock Distribution• 
Either: Normal lOB input pad through clock buffer 

to any CLB or lOB clock input TPGC 
Or: Fast (CMOS only) input pad through clock 

buffer to any CLB or lOB clock input TPGCC 

TBUF driving a Horizontal Longline (L.L.)* 
I to L.L. while Tis Low (buffer active) T1o 
T ..1- to L.L. active and valid with single pull-up resistor ToN 
Ti to L.L. High with single pull-up resistor Tpus 

BIOI 
Bidirectional buffer delay Tstot 

• Timing is based on the XC3042L, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 

X5424 

-8 

Max 

9.0 

7 .0 

5 .0 
12.0 
24.0 

2.0 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 

Note: The use of two pull-up resistors per Longline, available on other XC3000 devices, is not a valid design option for XC3000L 
devices 
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CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmarK timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -8 

Description Symbol Min Max Units 

Combinatorial Delay 
Logic Variables A, B, C, D, E, to outputs X or Y 

FG Mode 1 TtLO 6.7 ns 
F and FGM Mode 7.5 ns 

Sequential delay 
Clock k to outputs X or Y 8 TcKo 7.5 ns 
Clock k to outputs X or Y when Q is returned 

through function generators F or G to drive X or Y 
FG Mode TaLo 14.0 ns 
F and FGM Mode 14.8 ns 

Set-up time before clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 

FG MODE 2 TtcK 5.0 ns 
F and FGM Mode 5.8 ns 

Data In Dl 4 TotcK 5.0 ns 
Enable Clock EC 6 TECCK 5.0 ns 

Hold Time after clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 3 TcKt 0 ns 
Data In Dl 5 TcKot 2.0 ns 
Enable Clock EC 7 TcKEC 2.0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TcH 5.0 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TeL 5.0 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 80.0 MHz 

Reset Direct (AD) 
RD width 13 TRPW 7.0 ns 
delay from AD to outputs X or Y 9 TRIO 7.0 ns 

Global Reset (RESE:f Pad)* 
RESET width (Low) TMRW 16.0 ns 
delay from RESET pad to outputs X or Y TMRO 23.0 ns 

*Timing is based on the XC3042A, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 

Notes: The CLB K to Q output delay (T CKO• #8) of any CLB, plus the shortest possible interconnect delay, is always longer than 
the Data In hold time requirement (T CKDt• #5) of any CLB on the same die. 
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XC3000L Logic Cell Array Family 

lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

110 Block (I) 

110 Pad Input 

VO Clock (IKIOK) 

110 Block (RI) 

VO Block (0) 

1/0 Pad Output 
(Direct) 

VO Pad Output 
(Registered) 

VO PadTS 

VO Pad Output 
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.. ~----------~X~------
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~----------------' X~25 
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lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date liming information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -8 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 

Propagation Delays (Input) 
Pad to Direct In (I) 3 TPID 5.0 ns 
Pad to Registered In (0) with latch transparent TPTG 24.0 ns 
Clock (IK) to Registered In (Q) 4 TIKRI 6.0 ns 

Set-up Time (Input) 
Pad to Clock (IK) set-up time 1 TPICK 22.0 ns 

Propagation Delays (Output) 
Clock (OK) to Pad (fast) 7 ToKPO 12.0 ns 
same (slew rate limited) 7 ToKPO 28.0 ns 
Output (0) to Pad (fast) 10 ToPF 9.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 10 Tops 25.0 ns 
3-state to Pad begin hi-Z (fast) 9 TrsHZ 12.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 9 TrsHZ 28.0 ns 
3-state to Pad active and valid (fast) 8 TrsON 16.0 ns 
same (slew -rate limited) 8 TrsoN 32.0 ns 

Set-up and Hold Times (Output) 
Output (0) to clock (OK) set-up time 5 TooK 12.0 ns 
Output (0) to clock (OK) hold time 6 ToKo 0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TIOH 5.0 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TIOL 5.0 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 80.0 MHz 

Global Reset Delays (based on XC3042L) 
RESETPad to Registered In (Q) 13 TRRI 25.0 ns 
RESET-Pad to output pad (fast) 15 TRPO 35.0 ns 

(slew-rate limited) 15 TRPO 51.0 ns 

Notes: 1. Timing is measured at pin threshold, with 50 pF external capacitive loads (incl. test fixture). For larger capacitive loads, 
see page XAPP024. Typical slew rate limited output rise/fall times are approximately four times longer. 

2. Voltage levels of unused (bonded and unbonded) pads must be valid logic levels. Each can be configured with the 
internal pull-up resistor or alternatively configured as a driven output or driven from an external source. 

3. Input pad set-up time is specified with respect to the internal clock (IK). In order to calculate system set-up time, subtract 
clock delay (pad to IK) from the input pad set-up time value. Input pad holdtime with respect to the internal clock (IK) is 
negative. This means that pad level changes immediately before the internal clock edge (IK) will not be recognized. 

4. The slew-limited delays forT Ot<PO• TsHZ. T TSON• and TAPO are guaranteed by design and not tested. 
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XC3000L Logic Cell Array Family 

For a detailed description of the device architecture, see pages 2-105through 2-123. 

For a detailed description of the configuration modes and their timing, see pages 2-124through 2-132. 

For detailed lists of package pin-outs, see pages 2-140 through 2-150. 

For package physical dimensions and thermal data, see Section 4. 

Ordering Information 

Example: XC3042L-8VQ100C 

"""'•Type =::__] IL_T~,...lum R..., 

Block Delay Number of Pins 

Package Type 

Component Availability 
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Features 

• Ultra-high-speed FPGA family with six members 

- 50-85 MHz system clock rates 

- 190 to 325 MHz guaranteed flip-flop toggle rates 

- 1. 75 to 4.1 ns logic delays 

XC3100A 
Logic Cell Array Families 

Product Specifications 

Description 

The XC3100A is a performance-optimized relative of the 
XC3000 and XC3000A families. While all families are 
footprint compatible, XC31 OOA familiy extends the system 
performance beyond 80 MHz. 

• High-end additional family member in the 22 X 22 
CLB array-size XC3195A device 

The XC3100A familiy follows the XC4000 speed-grade • 
nomenclature, indicating device performance with anum-

• 8 rnA output sink current and 8 rnA source current 

• Maximum power-down and quiescent current is 5 rnA 

• Both families are 100% architecture and pin-out 
compatible with other XC3000 families 

• Beyond this, XC3100A is also software and bitstream 
compatible with the XC3000, XC3000A, and XC3000L 
families 

• 100% PCI complaint (A-2 speed grade in plastic quad 
flat pack (POFP) packaging). 

XC3100A combines the features of the XC3000A and 
XC3100 families. 

• Additional interconnect resources for TBUFs and CE 
inputs 

• Error checking of the configuration bitstream 

• Soft startup holds all outputs slew-rate limited during 
initial power-up 

• More advanced CMOS process 

ber that is based on the internal logic-block delay, in ns. 

The XC3100A family offers the following enhancements 
over the popular XC3100 family. 

The XC31 OOA family has additional interconnect resources 
to drive the 1-inputs ofTBUFs driving horizontal Longlines. 
The CLB Clock Enable input can be driven from a second 
vertical Longline. These two additions result in more 
efficient and faster designs when horizontal Long lines are 
used for data bussing. 

During configuration, the XC3100A devices check the 
bitstream format for stop bits in the appropriate positions. 
Any error terminates the configuration and pulls I NIT Low. 

When the configuration process is finished and the device 
starts up in user mode, the first activation of the outputs is 
automatically slew-rate limited. This feature, called Soft 
Startup, avoids the potential ground bounce when all 
outputs are turned on simultaneously. After start-up, the 
slew rate of the individual outputs is, as in all XC3000 
families, determined by the individual configuration option. 

The XC31 OOA family is a superset ofthe XC3000 families. 
Any bitstream used to configure an XC3000, XC3000A, 
XC3000L or XC3100 device, will configure the same-size 
XC3100A device exactly the same way. 

User VO Horizontal Configuration 
Device CLBs Array Max Flip-Flops Long lines Data Bits 

---------· ·--- -- -- -~------------------·- - ------··· 
XC3120A 64 8x8 64 256 16 14,779 
XC3130A 100 10 X 10 80 360 20 22,176 
XC3142A 144 12 X 12 96 480 24 30,784 
XC3164A 224 16 X 14 120 688 28 46,064 
XC3190A 320 16 X 20 144 928 40 64,160 
XC3195A 484 22x22 176 1,320 44 94,944 
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XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Family 

Xilinx maintains test specifications for each product as controlled documents. To insure the use of the most recently 
released device performance parameters, please request a copy of the current test-specification revision. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Symbol Description Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND -0.5 to +7.0 v 

VIN Input voltage with respect to GND -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

VTs Voltage applied to 3-state output -0.5 to Vee +0.5 v 

Tsm Storage temperature (ambient) -65 to +150 oc 

TsoL Maximum soldering temperature (10 s@ 1/16 in.) +260 oc 

Junction temperature plastic +125 oc 
TJ 

Junction temperature ceramic +150 oc 

Note: Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. These 
are stress ratings only, and functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those listed 
under Recommended Operating Conditions is not implied. Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings conditions for 
extended periods of time may affect device reliability. 

Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

Vee Supply voltage relative to GND Commercial ooc to +85°C junction 4.75 5.25 v 

Supply voltage relative to GND lndustriai-40°C to +100°C junction 4.5 5.5 v 

VIHT High-level input voltage - TTL configuration 2.0 Vee v 

VILT Low-level input voltage -TTL configuration 0 0.8 v 

VIHC High-level input voltage- CMOS configuration 70% 100% Vee 

VILC Low-level input voltage - CMOS configuration 0 20% Vee 

TIN Input signal transition time 250 ns 

At junction temperatures above those listed as Operating Conditions, all delay parameters increase by 0.3% per °C. 
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DC Characteristics Over Operating Conditions 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -8.0 mA, Vee min) 3.86 v 
Commercial 

VoL Low-level output voltage(@ loL = 8.0 mA, Vee min) 0.40 v 

VoH High-level output voltage(@ loH = -8.0 mA, Vee min) 3.76 v 
Industrial 

VoL Low-level output voltage (@ loL = 8.0 mA, V cc min) 0.40 v 

VccPo Power-down supply voltage (PWRDWN must be Low) 2.30 v 

I ceo Quiescent LCA supply current 
Chip thresholds programmed as CMOS levels' 8 mA 

Chip thresholds programmed as TIL levels 14 mA 

I1L Input Leakage Current -10 +10 J.IA 

GIN Input capacitance, all packages except PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 10 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 

Input capacitance, PGA 175 
(sample tested) 
All Pins except XTL 1 and XTL2 15 pF 
XTL 1 and XTL2 20 pF 

IRIN Pad pull-up (when selected) @ V1N = OV (sample tested) 0.02 0.17 mA 

IRLL Horizontal long line pull-up (when selected) @ logic Low 0.20 2.80 mA 

Note: 1. With no output current loads, no active input or long line pull-up resistors, all package pins at Vee or GND, 
and the LCA configured with a Make Bits tie option. 

2. Total continuous output sink current may not exceed 100 mA per ground pin. The number of ground pins varies 
from two for the XC3120A in the PC84 package, to eightlor the XC3195A in the PQ208 or PG223 package . 
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XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Family 

CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

GLB Output (X, Y) 
(Combinatorial) 

GLB Input (A,B,C,D,E) f-G)TtcK-- 3 TcKI____. 
GLB Glock 

CLB Input 
(Direct In) 

CLB Input 
(Enable Clock) 

@TeL 
'~-------0 T DICK------+-

I 
.1-@TeccK-
I 

-@TcH '------

f-0 TcKDI----:-1 
X 

-0 TcKEC_:j 
X 

GLB Output 
(Flip-Flop) 

-@TcKo--
----------'~'----

CLB Input 
(Reset Direct) 

CLB Output 
(Flip-Flop) 

!~@·~j 
======@=T=RIO==l='=l~----------~~ 

Buffer (Internal) Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

Speed Grade -5 -4 -3 -2 
r----

Description Symbol Max Max Max Max 
r----

Global and Alternate Clock Distribution• 
Either: Normal lOB input pad through clock buffer 

to any CLB or lOB clock input TPID 6.8 6.5 5.6 5.2 
Or: Fast (CMOS only) input pad through clock 

buffer to any CLB or lOB clock input TPIOC 5.4 5.1 4.3 4.0 
r----

TBUF driving a Horizontal Long line (L.L.)* 
I to L.L. while Tis Low (buffer active) (XC3100) T,o 4.1 3.7 3.1 

(XC3100A) T1o 3.6 3.6 3.1 3.1 
T J. to L.L. active and valid with single pull-up resistor ToN 5.6 5.0 4.2 4.2 
T J. to L.L. active and valid with pair of pull-up resistors ToN 7.1 6.5 5.7 5.7 
Ti to L.L. High with single pull-up resistor Tpus 15.6 13.5 11.4 11.4 
Ti to L.L. High with pair of pull-up resistors Tpuf 12.0 10.5 8.8 8.1 

-

BIOI 
Bidirectional buffer delay Te•o• 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.9 

• Timing is based on the XC3142A, for other devices see XACT timing calculator. 
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0.85 
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ns 
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CLB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-385t0/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Units 
~ 

Combinatorial Delay 
Logic Variables A, B, C, D, E, 
to outputs X or Y 1 TrLO 4.1 3.3 2.7 2.2 1.75 ns 

f...--
Sequential delay 

Clock K to outputs X or Y 8 TcKo 3.1 2.5 2.1 1.7 1.4 ns 
Clock K to outputs X or Y when Q is returned 
through function generators For G 
to drive X or Y ToLD 6.3 5.2 4.3 3.5 3.1 ns 

Set-up time before clock K 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 2 TreK 3.1 2.5 2.1 1.8 1.7 ns 
Data In Dl 4 TorcK 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 ns 
Enable Clock EC 6 TECCK 3.8 3.2 2.7 2.5 2.3 ns 
Reset Direct inactive RD 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ns 

~ 

Hold Time after clock k 
Logic Variables A,B,C,D,E 3 TcKt 0 0 0 0 0 ns 
Data In 01 5 TcKDt 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 ns 
Enable Clock EC 7 TcKEc 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 ns 

f...--
Clock 

Clock High time 11 TcH 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TeL 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 190 230 270 325 325 MHz 

~ 

Reset Direct (RD) 
RD width 13 TRPW 3.8 3.2 2.7 2.3 2.3 ns 
delay from RD to outputs X or Y 9 TRIO 4.4 3.7 3.1 2.7 2.4 ns 

r--- ~ 

Global Reset, from RESET Pad, 

RESET width (Low) 
(XC3142A) TMRW 14.0 14.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 ns 

delay from RESET pad to outputs X or Y TMRO 17.0 14.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 ns 

Notes: The CLB K to Q output delay (T CKO· #8) of any CLB, plus the shortest possible interconnect delay, is always longer than 
the Data In hold time requirement (TcKor. #5) of any CLB on the same die. 

T1w. Taw and TreK are specified for 4-input functions. For 5-input functions or base FGM functions, each of these 
specifications for the XC3100A family increses by 0.50 ns (-5), 0.42 ns (-4) and 0.35 ns (-3). 
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XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Family 

lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines 

110 Block (I) 

110 Pad Input 

110 Clock (IK/OK) 

110 Block (AI) 

1/0 Block (0) 

110 Pad Output 
(Direct) 

110 Pad Output 
(Registered) 
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lOB Switching Characteristic Guidelines (continued) 

Testing of the switching parameters is modeled after testing methods specified by MIL-M-38510/605. All devices are 100% 
functionally tested. Since many internal timing parameters cannot be measured directly, they are derived from benchmark timing 
patterns. The following guidelines reflect worst-case values over the recommended operating conditions. For more detailed, more 
precise, and more up-to-date timing information, use the values provided by the XACT timing calculator and used in the simulator. 

Speed Grade -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 

Description Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min-Max Units 

Propagation Delays (Input) 
Pad to Direct In (I) 3 TPID 2.8 2.5 2.2 2.0 1.7 ns 
Pad to Registered In (q) with 

latch transparent (XC3100A) Tpm 14.0 12.0 11.0 11.0 10.0 ns 
(XC3100) Tpm 16.0 15.0 13.0 ns 

Clock (IK) to Registered In (Q) 4 TIKAI 2.8 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.7 ns 

Set-up Time (Input) 
Pad to Clock (IK) set-up time 

XC3100 Family I TPICK 15.0 14.0 12.0 ns 
XC3120A,XC3130A 10.9 10.6 9.4 8.9 8.0 ns 
XC3142A 11.0 10.7 9.5 9.0 8.1 ns 
XC3164A 11.2 11.0 9.7 9.2 8.3 ns 
XC3190A 11.5 11.2 9.9 9.4 8.5 ns 
XC3195A 12.0 11.6 10.3 9.8 8.9 ns 

Propagation Delays (Output) 
Clock (OK) to Pad (fast) 7 ToKPO 5.5 5.0 4.4 4.0 3.4 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 7 ToKPO 14.0 12.0 10.0 9.7 8.4 ns 

Output (0) to Pad (fast) 10 ToPF 4.1 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) (XC3100A) 10 Tors 12.1 11.0 9.0 8.7 8.0 ns 

(XC3100) 10 TorF 13.0 11.0 9.0 ns 
3-state to Pad begin hi-Z (last) 9 TrsHZ 6.9 6.2 5.5 5.0 4.5 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 9 TrsHZ 6.9 6.2 5.5 5.0 4.5 ns 

3-state to Pad active and valid (fast) (XC31 OOA) 8 TrsoN 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.5 6.5 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 8 TrsoN 18.0 17.0 15.0 14.2 11.5 ns 

3-state to Pad active and valid (fast) (XC31 00) 8 TrsDN 12.0 10.0 9.0 ns 
same (slew-rate limited) 8 TrsoN 20.0 17.0 15.0 ns 

Set-up and Hold Times (Output) 
Output (0) to clock (OK) set-up time,(XC3100A) 5 TOOK 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.2 ns 

(XC3100) 5 TooK 6.2 5.6 5.0 ns 
Output (0) to clock (OK) hold time 6 ToKo 0 0 0 0 0 ns 

Clock 
Clock High time 11 TIOH 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 ns 
Clock Low time 12 TIOL 2.4 2.0 1.6 1.3 1.3 ns 
Max. flip-flop toggle rate FcLK 190.0 230.0 270.0 325.0 P2s.o MHz 

Global Reset Delays 
RESET Pad to Registered In (Q), 

(XC3120/XC3120A) 13 TAAI 18.0 15.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 ns 
(XC3195/XC3195A) 29.5 25.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 ns 

RESET Pad to output pad (last) 15 TAPO 24.0 20.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 ns 
(slew-rate limited) 15 TAPO 32.0 27.0 23.0 23.0 22.0 ns 

Notes: 1. Timing is measured at pin threshold, with 50 pF external capacitive loads (incl. test fixture). For larger capacitive loads, 
see XAPP 024. Typical slew rate limited output rise/fall times are approximately four times longer. 

2. Voltage levels of unused (bonded and unbonded) pads must be valid logic levels. Each can be configured with the 
internal pull-up resistor or alternatively configured as a driven output or driven from an external source. 

3. Input pad set-up time is specified with respect to the internal clock (IK). In order to calculate system set-up time, subtract 
clock delay (pad to ik) from the input pad set-up time value. Input pad holdtime with respect to the internal clock (IK) is 
negative. This means that pad level changes immediately before the internal clock edge (IK) will not be recognized. 

4. Tp10 , TPm. and Tp1cK are 3 ns higher for XTAL2 when the pin is configured as a user input. 
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XC3100, XC3100A Logic Cell Array Family 

For a detailed description of the device architecture, see pages 2-105 through 2-123. 

For a detailed description of the configuration modes and their timing, see pages 2-124 through 2-132. 

For detailed lists of package pin-outs, see pages 2-140 through 2-150. 

For package physical dimensions and thermal data, see Section 4. 

Ordering Information 

Example: XC3130A-70PC44C 

De''" Type J l L_Tompo~M• Roogo 

Toggle Rate Number of Pins 

Package Type 

Component Availability 
~N0S ___ -t-_4~4'---i~6~4---r_~68_j__ _ __!l~ -:~ ------100- --~~ -~ _ -TJ-~2_·-----+~14~4_,_~-"---r---'"-'-+---T 160 164 I 175 

TOP- ' i 

176 

TYPE 
I : i I 

PlAST PLAST. I PLAST. I PLAST. CERAM PLAST. PLAST PLAST. BRAZED PLAST. CERAM. PLAST. 

PLCC VQFP ' PLCC ! PLCC PGA. POFP TOFP VOFP CQFP PGA PGA I TOfP 

PLAST BRAZED! PLAST. CERAU., PLAST. 

PQFP COFP : PGA PGA : TOFP 

208 223 

PLAST CERAM.[ 

POFP PGA 

f-"""E PC44 VQ64 PC68 PC84 PG84 PO 100 T01 00 VQ 1 00 CB 1c:OO-:-\-P:cP:-1-:c32±P:-:G:-:1-::-32:-i.-::T-:-Q-:-14-:c4+::-PQ-::-:c16:-:0f-C:::cB:-1-:-6-:-4 f-:P:-:P:-1-::-75::+:Pc::G-:-1 :c75:f-::TQ-::-:-:17:-:6tP:::-Q:::-2:-:0-:-8f-:P:-:G:-:2-23-j 

-5 Cl Cl 

-4 - Cl Cl 

XC3120A -3-:-:---; Cl Cl 

::_:_+---"-'-f--~:-::--1---:~:-::-+-'---+""'---+'-----I..__......,*_-+...,--IH--..,.;,.+....,.-_ ;*l +-it-'; ... :..,. -++--1+--+'-----1 
Cl Cl . 

-2 c c _•;;_ 

XC3130A 

XC3142A .c::-
•·-;-

··-·· 
••• 

XC3164A l<, •;; 
; 

Cl 

Cl 

XC3190A Cl 

c 
I c 

Cl 

Cl 

C3195A .. ; Cl 

c 
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